
Revolving Doors
The entrance is the first contact a visitor has with a building; it is the building’s calling 
card and should signal to the visitor that he is in the right place; that he has almost 
reached his destination. As for any other mobility hotspot, the entrance needs to fit 
the building’s criteria on three key areas: sustainability, security and service. However 
the entrance requires a fourth element: great design. 



With 140 years of experience providing beautiful, environ
mentally friendly and successful entrance solutions, Boon 
Edam can make virtually all entrance wishes come true. 
We provide a range of standardized solutions that have 
been tried and tested. Your design ideas and our enginee
ring expertise can turn these proven technologies into a 
beautiful and workable door.



Revolving doors are the most energy efficient entrance 
solutions available today. The always open, always closed 
principle of a revolving door ensures that the conditioned 
inside air and the unconditioned outside air remain sepa
rated, preventing draft, dust and noise coming into the 
building. As less energy is required to maintain the con
ditioned climate inside the building, revolving doors help 
reduce the carbon footprint of a building and save both 
energy and cost.

The same effect can be reached by installing a vestibule 
comprised of two sets of doors; one at the exterior and 
one several feet into the interior. For a vestibule with tra
ditional sliding or swinging doors to be truly effective at 
saving energy, both sets of doors can never be open at 
the same time and so users may be required to hesitate 
as they enter or exit. In addition, vestibules occupy a sig
nificant amount of space at the entrance, which in many 
cases is not practical for smaller lobbies. The advantage 

of revolving doors is that they save energy and occupy 
the least amount of space while facilitating a continuous 
flow of people. 

At Boon Edam we are proud of what we have achieved 
over the past 140 years and we want to guarantee the 
existence of our company for at least another 140 years. 
As such we strongly believe in building a sustainable 
future and preserving the earth for future generations. 
Our entrance solutions help to reach our goals but we 
look further into our manufacturing process and try to 
use recycled or recyclable materials wherever possible, 
use manufacturing processes with minimal impact on 
the environment and separate and recycle waste mate
rials as much as possible. We also have detailed infor
mation available on the carbon footprint of each of our 
products. This information can be used for LEED certifi
cation processes. 

At Boon Edam we work together with our clients to create 
the best entrance solution for your building. Our services 
extend from the first conception phase of the design pro
cess through to the installation and service and mainte
nance afterwards. 

Whether seeking information regarding local building regu
lations, safety guidelines or accessibility requirements, our 
network of business development managers local offices 
can provide detailed knowledge and advice. As we have 
local representatives across the world, we know the intri
cacies of local rules and regulations and can help you to 
ensure your building’s entrance meets them all. 

Other services that Boon Edam can offer are:
• BIM  Boon Edam was the first manufacturer of entrance 

solutions to release Revit models of their products for 
BIM. Models for most of our revolving doors are curren
tly available for download through our website.

• Support throughout the design and specification pro
cess with CAD drawings and specification texts among 
others. 

• Energy Savings Calculation Software – working closely 
with the University of Delft, one of the leading technical 
universities in the Netherlands, Boon Edam has develo
ped software that is able to use buildingspecific data 
to determine the energy saved by revolving doors com
pared to swinging or sliding doors.

• A dedicated project manager to be your contact through
out the manufacturing and installation process to sup
port in any way necessary.

• Professional installation – all our service and installation 
managers are well trained and certified. They are able 
to solve most unexpected problems on site to ensure 
that the installation can be completed without delay. 

• A variety of service and maintenance options after instal
lation customized to your needs and the local climate’s 
effect on your door’s operation.

Sustainability Service



Security in an entry has two different aspects: the security 
of the building and the safety of its users. Boon Edam 
revolving doors comply with the strictest safety regula
tions. Sensors in the door wings and the frame ensure 
that the speed with which the door revolves is limited. 
Other sensors can prevent or minimize the force of im
pact of the door wing on users. These settings can be 
customized to suit your building’s requirements; for appli
cations where children, elderly people or people with 
special needs form a large part of the user profile, preven
ting all impact is preferable. Boon Edam can offer addi
tional safety measures such as temporary low speed 
buttons and visual signage on the door wings and curved 
walls to ensure the accessibility of our doors for all user 
groups. In other applications fewer safety measures and 
a minimal impact may be allowable in order to improve the 
flow of people through the door. Boon Edam can advise 
on what safety measures are advisable in your situation.

Emergency egress is one of the main issues when con
sidering the main entrance to a building. Boon Edam three 
and four wing revolving doors are equipped with a collap
sible or folding door set, creating a free passage that can 
be used as a supplemental emergency exit of a building 
in addition to dedicated emergency doors. All Boon Edam 
revolving doors are available with a variety of night locking 
options that can ensure the building is securely closed 
during the nonopening hours. Options include different 
types of locking mechanisms that secure the door wings 

in their rest position and night sliding doors that close 
over the throat opening of the revolving door. Vandal and 
bullet resistant glass is also available. Which option is 
required in your building, depends on your security needs 
and the type of revolving door you choose.  

We recommend our Tourlock security revolving doors 
for applications where stricter security measures are ne
cessary. The Tourlock can be equipped with a number of 
access control systems, preventing unwanted visitors 
from entering the building. Moreover this door is available 
with bullet resistant glass to improve the safety of those 
inside even further. For more information on Boon Edam’s 
security doors and portals, please visit our website 
www.boonedam.us. 

Design
A building’s entrance is its calling card, its first contact 
with visitors. As such its design is a key element to its suc
cess. All Boon Edam revolving doors are available in a 
number of finishes and designs.

The frame is constructed from aluminium that can be 
either anodized or powder coated in a wide variety of 
colors. For a more polished look it can be clad in stainless 
steel or another type of metal, such as muntz metal 
(bronze). The door wings and curved wall can be inlaid 
with clear or tinted glass or with solid metal. Vandalism 
or burglary resistant glass is also available. 

Our revolving doors are available in a wide variety of 
heights and widths with different canopy heights and 
heights under canopy, ensuring that many design wishes 
can be solved with one of our standardized products. If 
your design falls outside the options that are available, 
our sales managers and engineers can work with you to 
create a safe and sustainable entrance that meets all re
quirements.

Security





Crystal TQ
Our Crystal TQ manual revolving door is the ultimate eye 
catcher. Virtually completely transparent with only a mini
mal stainless steel frame and patch fittings for maximum 
strength, it exudes elegance and style. This revolving door 
is available with three or four door wings and as an ele
ment of fun or customization, tinted glass can be used 
for the door wings and curved walls. 



NRG+ TQ
The NRG+ TQ is the most unique product in our product 
range. This manual revolving door is the first door in the 
world to turn the energy applied to rotate it into electricity. 
The electricity generated from one turn is limited but 
enough to power the lights in the ceiling of the door. With 
technology improving we expect to be able to increase 
the amount of energy generated in the future in order for 

the door to truly contribute to the building’s energy supply. 
This revolving door is available with three or four door 
wings and a full range of finish options.

As a building’s first impression, the NRG+ TQ tells visitors 
that the owner or occupants care about the environment 
and strive to build a sustainable future. 

The TQM is a sturdy and versatile manual revolving door 
can be fully customized to create an entrance to a building 
that represents any design statement or brand as proven 
by the number of installations at hotels, restaurants and 
office buildings around the world. It is available with three 
or four door wings in virtually any color or finish. 

The TQA is an automatic revolving door that is ideal for 
buildings where moderate throughput is needed as well 
as touchless operation. Like the TQM, this door can also 
be fully customized to reflect your building’s design and 
functionality. It is available in 10’ and 12’ diameters, with 
your choice of three or four door wings in virtually any 
color or finish. 

TQM 

TQA



Duotour
Our Duotour is an automatic revolving door with two door 
wings. A showcase or curved panel at the end of each 
door wing ensures that the always open, always closed 
principle of the revolving door is maintained. Sliding or 
swinging doors are incorporated between the two show
cases. These allow the Duotour to be used as a revolving 
door or as a sliding or swinging door; they also provide 
free egress in case of an emergency or passage to hos

pital beds or other large objects. This door is particularly 
wellsuited to healthcare facilities or shopping centers as 
the large segments allow easy passage. The showcases 
can be decorated to set visitors to healthcare facilities at 
ease or to advertise promotions in a shopping center. The 
showcases can be omitted in order to maximize the space 
within the segments even further.



Tournex

Twintour
Revolving doors force visitors to walk through them in a 
semicircle. This can be inconvenient in airports or large 
shopping centers where visitors pass through with un
wieldy carts or large luggage. Boon Edam’s Twintour offers 
a unique solution for this problem. A combination of two 
or more twowing revolving doors connected by a passa
geway allows users to walk in a straight line. This provides 
greater comfort for users and increases the capacity of the 
door. A Twintour set up with three or more revolving doors 
can be used in different configurations to steer the flow 
of visitors to different parts of a building or lobby, thus 
separating users with different destinations.

As a larger version of the TQA, the Tournex automatic re
volving door is available with three or four door wings and 
allows easy and quick access to large amounts of visitors, 
wheelchairs, large carts and luggage, making the door of 
choice for casinos, large hotels and resorts and airports 
alike. Like the TQA it is available in virtually any color or 
finish. Optional showcases around the center column of 
the door set allow for customization or advertisements. 



Product Overview

Diameter (inch)

Unit Width (inch) 

# Door Wings

Capacity / Minute

Height (mm) (Under Canopy / Barrier)

Security Level

Disabled Access

Emergency Exit*

Fail-Safe / Fail-Secure

Collapsible Door Set / Barrier

Finish

Stainless Steel

Powdercoated Aluminium

Anodised Aluminium

Wood

Stone

Options

Night Locking Doors

Price

* Requirements are subject to local regulations 
** Top cover only
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Revolving Doors
The entrance is the first contact a visitor has with a building; it is the building’s calling 
card and should signal to the visitor that he is in the right place; that he has almost 
reached his destination. As for any other mobility hotspot, the entrance needs to fit 
the building’s criteria on three key areas: sustainability, security and service. However 
the entrance requires a fourth element: great design. 



With 140 years of experience providing beautiful, environ
mentally friendly and successful entrance solutions, Boon 
Edam can make virtually all entrance wishes come true. 
We provide a range of standardized solutions that have 
been tried and tested. Your design ideas and our enginee
ring expertise can turn these proven technologies into a 
beautiful and workable door.



Revolving doors are the most energy efficient entrance 
solutions available today. The always open, always closed 
principle of a revolving door ensures that the conditioned 
inside air and the unconditioned outside air remain sepa
rated, preventing draft, dust and noise coming into the 
building. As less energy is required to maintain the con
ditioned climate inside the building, revolving doors help 
reduce the carbon footprint of a building and save both 
energy and cost.

The same effect can be reached by installing a vestibule 
comprised of two sets of doors; one at the exterior and 
one several feet into the interior. For a vestibule with tra
ditional sliding or swinging doors to be truly effective at 
saving energy, both sets of doors can never be open at 
the same time and so users may be required to hesitate 
as they enter or exit. In addition, vestibules occupy a sig
nificant amount of space at the entrance, which in many 
cases is not practical for smaller lobbies. The advantage 

of revolving doors is that they save energy and occupy 
the least amount of space while facilitating a continuous 
flow of people. 

At Boon Edam we are proud of what we have achieved 
over the past 140 years and we want to guarantee the 
existence of our company for at least another 140 years. 
As such we strongly believe in building a sustainable 
future and preserving the earth for future generations. 
Our entrance solutions help to reach our goals but we 
look further into our manufacturing process and try to 
use recycled or recyclable materials wherever possible, 
use manufacturing processes with minimal impact on 
the environment and separate and recycle waste mate
rials as much as possible. We also have detailed infor
mation available on the carbon footprint of each of our 
products. This information can be used for LEED certifi
cation processes. 

At Boon Edam we work together with our clients to create 
the best entrance solution for your building. Our services 
extend from the first conception phase of the design pro
cess through to the installation and service and mainte
nance afterwards. 

Whether seeking information regarding local building regu
lations, safety guidelines or accessibility requirements, our 
network of business development managers local offices 
can provide detailed knowledge and advice. As we have 
local representatives across the world, we know the intri
cacies of local rules and regulations and can help you to 
ensure your building’s entrance meets them all. 

Other services that Boon Edam can offer are:
• BIM  Boon Edam was the first manufacturer of entrance 

solutions to release Revit models of their products for 
BIM. Models for most of our revolving doors are curren
tly available for download through our website.

• Support throughout the design and specification pro
cess with CAD drawings and specification texts among 
others. 

• Energy Savings Calculation Software – working closely 
with the University of Delft, one of the leading technical 
universities in the Netherlands, Boon Edam has develo
ped software that is able to use buildingspecific data 
to determine the energy saved by revolving doors com
pared to swinging or sliding doors.

• A dedicated project manager to be your contact through
out the manufacturing and installation process to sup
port in any way necessary.

• Professional installation – all our service and installation 
managers are well trained and certified. They are able 
to solve most unexpected problems on site to ensure 
that the installation can be completed without delay. 
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Sustainability Service



Security in an entry has two different aspects: the security 
of the building and the safety of its users. Boon Edam 
revolving doors comply with the strictest safety regula
tions. Sensors in the door wings and the frame ensure 
that the speed with which the door revolves is limited. 
Other sensors can prevent or minimize the force of im
pact of the door wing on users. These settings can be 
customized to suit your building’s requirements; for appli
cations where children, elderly people or people with 
special needs form a large part of the user profile, preven
ting all impact is preferable. Boon Edam can offer addi
tional safety measures such as temporary low speed 
buttons and visual signage on the door wings and curved 
walls to ensure the accessibility of our doors for all user 
groups. In other applications fewer safety measures and 
a minimal impact may be allowable in order to improve the 
flow of people through the door. Boon Edam can advise 
on what safety measures are advisable in your situation.

Emergency egress is one of the main issues when con
sidering the main entrance to a building. Boon Edam three 
and four wing revolving doors are equipped with a collap
sible or folding door set, creating a free passage that can 
be used as a supplemental emergency exit of a building 
in addition to dedicated emergency doors. All Boon Edam 
revolving doors are available with a variety of night locking 
options that can ensure the building is securely closed 
during the nonopening hours. Options include different 
types of locking mechanisms that secure the door wings 

in their rest position and night sliding doors that close 
over the throat opening of the revolving door. Vandal and 
bullet resistant glass is also available. Which option is 
required in your building, depends on your security needs 
and the type of revolving door you choose.  

We recommend our Tourlock security revolving doors 
for applications where stricter security measures are ne
cessary. The Tourlock can be equipped with a number of 
access control systems, preventing unwanted visitors 
from entering the building. Moreover this door is available 
with bullet resistant glass to improve the safety of those 
inside even further. For more information on Boon Edam’s 
security doors and portals, please visit our website 
www.boonedam.us. 

Design
A building’s entrance is its calling card, its first contact 
with visitors. As such its design is a key element to its suc
cess. All Boon Edam revolving doors are available in a 
number of finishes and designs.

The frame is constructed from aluminium that can be 
either anodized or powder coated in a wide variety of 
colors. For a more polished look it can be clad in stainless 
steel or another type of metal, such as muntz metal 
(bronze). The door wings and curved wall can be inlaid 
with clear or tinted glass or with solid metal. Vandalism 
or burglary resistant glass is also available. 

Our revolving doors are available in a wide variety of 
heights and widths with different canopy heights and 
heights under canopy, ensuring that many design wishes 
can be solved with one of our standardized products. If 
your design falls outside the options that are available, 
our sales managers and engineers can work with you to 
create a safe and sustainable entrance that meets all re
quirements.
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enough to power the lights in the ceiling of the door. With 
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pital beds or other large objects. This door is particularly 
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can be decorated to set visitors to healthcare facilities at 
ease or to advertise promotions in a shopping center. The 
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With 140 years of experience providing beautiful, environ
mentally friendly and successful entrance solutions, Boon 
Edam can make virtually all entrance wishes come true. 
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been tried and tested. Your design ideas and our enginee
ring expertise can turn these proven technologies into a 
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Revolving doors are the most energy efficient entrance 
solutions available today. The always open, always closed 
principle of a revolving door ensures that the conditioned 
inside air and the unconditioned outside air remain sepa
rated, preventing draft, dust and noise coming into the 
building. As less energy is required to maintain the con
ditioned climate inside the building, revolving doors help 
reduce the carbon footprint of a building and save both 
energy and cost.

The same effect can be reached by installing a vestibule 
comprised of two sets of doors; one at the exterior and 
one several feet into the interior. For a vestibule with tra
ditional sliding or swinging doors to be truly effective at 
saving energy, both sets of doors can never be open at 
the same time and so users may be required to hesitate 
as they enter or exit. In addition, vestibules occupy a sig
nificant amount of space at the entrance, which in many 
cases is not practical for smaller lobbies. The advantage 

of revolving doors is that they save energy and occupy 
the least amount of space while facilitating a continuous 
flow of people. 

At Boon Edam we are proud of what we have achieved 
over the past 140 years and we want to guarantee the 
existence of our company for at least another 140 years. 
As such we strongly believe in building a sustainable 
future and preserving the earth for future generations. 
Our entrance solutions help to reach our goals but we 
look further into our manufacturing process and try to 
use recycled or recyclable materials wherever possible, 
use manufacturing processes with minimal impact on 
the environment and separate and recycle waste mate
rials as much as possible. We also have detailed infor
mation available on the carbon footprint of each of our 
products. This information can be used for LEED certifi
cation processes. 

At Boon Edam we work together with our clients to create 
the best entrance solution for your building. Our services 
extend from the first conception phase of the design pro
cess through to the installation and service and mainte
nance afterwards. 

Whether seeking information regarding local building regu
lations, safety guidelines or accessibility requirements, our 
network of business development managers local offices 
can provide detailed knowledge and advice. As we have 
local representatives across the world, we know the intri
cacies of local rules and regulations and can help you to 
ensure your building’s entrance meets them all. 

Other services that Boon Edam can offer are:
• BIM  Boon Edam was the first manufacturer of entrance 

solutions to release Revit models of their products for 
BIM. Models for most of our revolving doors are curren
tly available for download through our website.

• Support throughout the design and specification pro
cess with CAD drawings and specification texts among 
others. 

• Energy Savings Calculation Software – working closely 
with the University of Delft, one of the leading technical 
universities in the Netherlands, Boon Edam has develo
ped software that is able to use buildingspecific data 
to determine the energy saved by revolving doors com
pared to swinging or sliding doors.

• A dedicated project manager to be your contact through
out the manufacturing and installation process to sup
port in any way necessary.

• Professional installation – all our service and installation 
managers are well trained and certified. They are able 
to solve most unexpected problems on site to ensure 
that the installation can be completed without delay. 

• A variety of service and maintenance options after instal
lation customized to your needs and the local climate’s 
effect on your door’s operation.

Sustainability Service



Security in an entry has two different aspects: the security 
of the building and the safety of its users. Boon Edam 
revolving doors comply with the strictest safety regula
tions. Sensors in the door wings and the frame ensure 
that the speed with which the door revolves is limited. 
Other sensors can prevent or minimize the force of im
pact of the door wing on users. These settings can be 
customized to suit your building’s requirements; for appli
cations where children, elderly people or people with 
special needs form a large part of the user profile, preven
ting all impact is preferable. Boon Edam can offer addi
tional safety measures such as temporary low speed 
buttons and visual signage on the door wings and curved 
walls to ensure the accessibility of our doors for all user 
groups. In other applications fewer safety measures and 
a minimal impact may be allowable in order to improve the 
flow of people through the door. Boon Edam can advise 
on what safety measures are advisable in your situation.

Emergency egress is one of the main issues when con
sidering the main entrance to a building. Boon Edam three 
and four wing revolving doors are equipped with a collap
sible or folding door set, creating a free passage that can 
be used as a supplemental emergency exit of a building 
in addition to dedicated emergency doors. All Boon Edam 
revolving doors are available with a variety of night locking 
options that can ensure the building is securely closed 
during the nonopening hours. Options include different 
types of locking mechanisms that secure the door wings 

in their rest position and night sliding doors that close 
over the throat opening of the revolving door. Vandal and 
bullet resistant glass is also available. Which option is 
required in your building, depends on your security needs 
and the type of revolving door you choose.  

We recommend our Tourlock security revolving doors 
for applications where stricter security measures are ne
cessary. The Tourlock can be equipped with a number of 
access control systems, preventing unwanted visitors 
from entering the building. Moreover this door is available 
with bullet resistant glass to improve the safety of those 
inside even further. For more information on Boon Edam’s 
security doors and portals, please visit our website 
www.boonedam.us. 

Design
A building’s entrance is its calling card, its first contact 
with visitors. As such its design is a key element to its suc
cess. All Boon Edam revolving doors are available in a 
number of finishes and designs.

The frame is constructed from aluminium that can be 
either anodized or powder coated in a wide variety of 
colors. For a more polished look it can be clad in stainless 
steel or another type of metal, such as muntz metal 
(bronze). The door wings and curved wall can be inlaid 
with clear or tinted glass or with solid metal. Vandalism 
or burglary resistant glass is also available. 

Our revolving doors are available in a wide variety of 
heights and widths with different canopy heights and 
heights under canopy, ensuring that many design wishes 
can be solved with one of our standardized products. If 
your design falls outside the options that are available, 
our sales managers and engineers can work with you to 
create a safe and sustainable entrance that meets all re
quirements.

Security





Crystal TQ
Our Crystal TQ manual revolving door is the ultimate eye 
catcher. Virtually completely transparent with only a mini
mal stainless steel frame and patch fittings for maximum 
strength, it exudes elegance and style. This revolving door 
is available with three or four door wings and as an ele
ment of fun or customization, tinted glass can be used 
for the door wings and curved walls. 



NRG+ TQ
The NRG+ TQ is the most unique product in our product 
range. This manual revolving door is the first door in the 
world to turn the energy applied to rotate it into electricity. 
The electricity generated from one turn is limited but 
enough to power the lights in the ceiling of the door. With 
technology improving we expect to be able to increase 
the amount of energy generated in the future in order for 

the door to truly contribute to the building’s energy supply. 
This revolving door is available with three or four door 
wings and a full range of finish options.

As a building’s first impression, the NRG+ TQ tells visitors 
that the owner or occupants care about the environment 
and strive to build a sustainable future. 

The TQM is a sturdy and versatile manual revolving door 
can be fully customized to create an entrance to a building 
that represents any design statement or brand as proven 
by the number of installations at hotels, restaurants and 
office buildings around the world. It is available with three 
or four door wings in virtually any color or finish. 

The TQA is an automatic revolving door that is ideal for 
buildings where moderate throughput is needed as well 
as touchless operation. Like the TQM, this door can also 
be fully customized to reflect your building’s design and 
functionality. It is available in 10’ and 12’ diameters, with 
your choice of three or four door wings in virtually any 
color or finish. 

TQM 

TQA



Duotour
Our Duotour is an automatic revolving door with two door 
wings. A showcase or curved panel at the end of each 
door wing ensures that the always open, always closed 
principle of the revolving door is maintained. Sliding or 
swinging doors are incorporated between the two show
cases. These allow the Duotour to be used as a revolving 
door or as a sliding or swinging door; they also provide 
free egress in case of an emergency or passage to hos

pital beds or other large objects. This door is particularly 
wellsuited to healthcare facilities or shopping centers as 
the large segments allow easy passage. The showcases 
can be decorated to set visitors to healthcare facilities at 
ease or to advertise promotions in a shopping center. The 
showcases can be omitted in order to maximize the space 
within the segments even further.



Tournex

Twintour
Revolving doors force visitors to walk through them in a 
semicircle. This can be inconvenient in airports or large 
shopping centers where visitors pass through with un
wieldy carts or large luggage. Boon Edam’s Twintour offers 
a unique solution for this problem. A combination of two 
or more twowing revolving doors connected by a passa
geway allows users to walk in a straight line. This provides 
greater comfort for users and increases the capacity of the 
door. A Twintour set up with three or more revolving doors 
can be used in different configurations to steer the flow 
of visitors to different parts of a building or lobby, thus 
separating users with different destinations.

As a larger version of the TQA, the Tournex automatic re
volving door is available with three or four door wings and 
allows easy and quick access to large amounts of visitors, 
wheelchairs, large carts and luggage, making the door of 
choice for casinos, large hotels and resorts and airports 
alike. Like the TQA it is available in virtually any color or 
finish. Optional showcases around the center column of 
the door set allow for customization or advertisements. 



Product Overview

Diameter (inch)

Unit Width (inch) 

# Door Wings

Capacity / Minute

Height (mm) (Under Canopy / Barrier)

Security Level

Disabled Access

Emergency Exit*

Fail-Safe / Fail-Secure

Collapsible Door Set / Barrier

Finish

Stainless Steel

Powdercoated Aluminium

Anodised Aluminium

Wood

Stone

Options

Night Locking Doors

Price

* Requirements are subject to local regulations 
** Top cover only
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Revolving Doors
The entrance is the first contact a visitor has with a building; it is the building’s calling 
card and should signal to the visitor that he is in the right place; that he has almost 
reached his destination. As for any other mobility hotspot, the entrance needs to fit 
the building’s criteria on three key areas: sustainability, security and service. However 
the entrance requires a fourth element: great design. 



With 140 years of experience providing beautiful, environ
mentally friendly and successful entrance solutions, Boon 
Edam can make virtually all entrance wishes come true. 
We provide a range of standardized solutions that have 
been tried and tested. Your design ideas and our enginee
ring expertise can turn these proven technologies into a 
beautiful and workable door.



Revolving doors are the most energy efficient entrance 
solutions available today. The always open, always closed 
principle of a revolving door ensures that the conditioned 
inside air and the unconditioned outside air remain sepa
rated, preventing draft, dust and noise coming into the 
building. As less energy is required to maintain the con
ditioned climate inside the building, revolving doors help 
reduce the carbon footprint of a building and save both 
energy and cost.

The same effect can be reached by installing a vestibule 
comprised of two sets of doors; one at the exterior and 
one several feet into the interior. For a vestibule with tra
ditional sliding or swinging doors to be truly effective at 
saving energy, both sets of doors can never be open at 
the same time and so users may be required to hesitate 
as they enter or exit. In addition, vestibules occupy a sig
nificant amount of space at the entrance, which in many 
cases is not practical for smaller lobbies. The advantage 

of revolving doors is that they save energy and occupy 
the least amount of space while facilitating a continuous 
flow of people. 

At Boon Edam we are proud of what we have achieved 
over the past 140 years and we want to guarantee the 
existence of our company for at least another 140 years. 
As such we strongly believe in building a sustainable 
future and preserving the earth for future generations. 
Our entrance solutions help to reach our goals but we 
look further into our manufacturing process and try to 
use recycled or recyclable materials wherever possible, 
use manufacturing processes with minimal impact on 
the environment and separate and recycle waste mate
rials as much as possible. We also have detailed infor
mation available on the carbon footprint of each of our 
products. This information can be used for LEED certifi
cation processes. 

At Boon Edam we work together with our clients to create 
the best entrance solution for your building. Our services 
extend from the first conception phase of the design pro
cess through to the installation and service and mainte
nance afterwards. 

Whether seeking information regarding local building regu
lations, safety guidelines or accessibility requirements, our 
network of business development managers local offices 
can provide detailed knowledge and advice. As we have 
local representatives across the world, we know the intri
cacies of local rules and regulations and can help you to 
ensure your building’s entrance meets them all. 

Other services that Boon Edam can offer are:
• BIM  Boon Edam was the first manufacturer of entrance 

solutions to release Revit models of their products for 
BIM. Models for most of our revolving doors are curren
tly available for download through our website.

• Support throughout the design and specification pro
cess with CAD drawings and specification texts among 
others. 

• Energy Savings Calculation Software – working closely 
with the University of Delft, one of the leading technical 
universities in the Netherlands, Boon Edam has develo
ped software that is able to use buildingspecific data 
to determine the energy saved by revolving doors com
pared to swinging or sliding doors.

• A dedicated project manager to be your contact through
out the manufacturing and installation process to sup
port in any way necessary.

• Professional installation – all our service and installation 
managers are well trained and certified. They are able 
to solve most unexpected problems on site to ensure 
that the installation can be completed without delay. 

• A variety of service and maintenance options after instal
lation customized to your needs and the local climate’s 
effect on your door’s operation.

Sustainability Service



Security in an entry has two different aspects: the security 
of the building and the safety of its users. Boon Edam 
revolving doors comply with the strictest safety regula
tions. Sensors in the door wings and the frame ensure 
that the speed with which the door revolves is limited. 
Other sensors can prevent or minimize the force of im
pact of the door wing on users. These settings can be 
customized to suit your building’s requirements; for appli
cations where children, elderly people or people with 
special needs form a large part of the user profile, preven
ting all impact is preferable. Boon Edam can offer addi
tional safety measures such as temporary low speed 
buttons and visual signage on the door wings and curved 
walls to ensure the accessibility of our doors for all user 
groups. In other applications fewer safety measures and 
a minimal impact may be allowable in order to improve the 
flow of people through the door. Boon Edam can advise 
on what safety measures are advisable in your situation.

Emergency egress is one of the main issues when con
sidering the main entrance to a building. Boon Edam three 
and four wing revolving doors are equipped with a collap
sible or folding door set, creating a free passage that can 
be used as a supplemental emergency exit of a building 
in addition to dedicated emergency doors. All Boon Edam 
revolving doors are available with a variety of night locking 
options that can ensure the building is securely closed 
during the nonopening hours. Options include different 
types of locking mechanisms that secure the door wings 

in their rest position and night sliding doors that close 
over the throat opening of the revolving door. Vandal and 
bullet resistant glass is also available. Which option is 
required in your building, depends on your security needs 
and the type of revolving door you choose.  

We recommend our Tourlock security revolving doors 
for applications where stricter security measures are ne
cessary. The Tourlock can be equipped with a number of 
access control systems, preventing unwanted visitors 
from entering the building. Moreover this door is available 
with bullet resistant glass to improve the safety of those 
inside even further. For more information on Boon Edam’s 
security doors and portals, please visit our website 
www.boonedam.us. 

Design
A building’s entrance is its calling card, its first contact 
with visitors. As such its design is a key element to its suc
cess. All Boon Edam revolving doors are available in a 
number of finishes and designs.

The frame is constructed from aluminium that can be 
either anodized or powder coated in a wide variety of 
colors. For a more polished look it can be clad in stainless 
steel or another type of metal, such as muntz metal 
(bronze). The door wings and curved wall can be inlaid 
with clear or tinted glass or with solid metal. Vandalism 
or burglary resistant glass is also available. 

Our revolving doors are available in a wide variety of 
heights and widths with different canopy heights and 
heights under canopy, ensuring that many design wishes 
can be solved with one of our standardized products. If 
your design falls outside the options that are available, 
our sales managers and engineers can work with you to 
create a safe and sustainable entrance that meets all re
quirements.

Security





Crystal TQ
Our Crystal TQ manual revolving door is the ultimate eye 
catcher. Virtually completely transparent with only a mini
mal stainless steel frame and patch fittings for maximum 
strength, it exudes elegance and style. This revolving door 
is available with three or four door wings and as an ele
ment of fun or customization, tinted glass can be used 
for the door wings and curved walls. 



NRG+ TQ
The NRG+ TQ is the most unique product in our product 
range. This manual revolving door is the first door in the 
world to turn the energy applied to rotate it into electricity. 
The electricity generated from one turn is limited but 
enough to power the lights in the ceiling of the door. With 
technology improving we expect to be able to increase 
the amount of energy generated in the future in order for 

the door to truly contribute to the building’s energy supply. 
This revolving door is available with three or four door 
wings and a full range of finish options.

As a building’s first impression, the NRG+ TQ tells visitors 
that the owner or occupants care about the environment 
and strive to build a sustainable future. 

The TQM is a sturdy and versatile manual revolving door 
can be fully customized to create an entrance to a building 
that represents any design statement or brand as proven 
by the number of installations at hotels, restaurants and 
office buildings around the world. It is available with three 
or four door wings in virtually any color or finish. 

The TQA is an automatic revolving door that is ideal for 
buildings where moderate throughput is needed as well 
as touchless operation. Like the TQM, this door can also 
be fully customized to reflect your building’s design and 
functionality. It is available in 10’ and 12’ diameters, with 
your choice of three or four door wings in virtually any 
color or finish. 

TQM 

TQA



Duotour
Our Duotour is an automatic revolving door with two door 
wings. A showcase or curved panel at the end of each 
door wing ensures that the always open, always closed 
principle of the revolving door is maintained. Sliding or 
swinging doors are incorporated between the two show
cases. These allow the Duotour to be used as a revolving 
door or as a sliding or swinging door; they also provide 
free egress in case of an emergency or passage to hos

pital beds or other large objects. This door is particularly 
wellsuited to healthcare facilities or shopping centers as 
the large segments allow easy passage. The showcases 
can be decorated to set visitors to healthcare facilities at 
ease or to advertise promotions in a shopping center. The 
showcases can be omitted in order to maximize the space 
within the segments even further.



Tournex

Twintour
Revolving doors force visitors to walk through them in a 
semicircle. This can be inconvenient in airports or large 
shopping centers where visitors pass through with un
wieldy carts or large luggage. Boon Edam’s Twintour offers 
a unique solution for this problem. A combination of two 
or more twowing revolving doors connected by a passa
geway allows users to walk in a straight line. This provides 
greater comfort for users and increases the capacity of the 
door. A Twintour set up with three or more revolving doors 
can be used in different configurations to steer the flow 
of visitors to different parts of a building or lobby, thus 
separating users with different destinations.

As a larger version of the TQA, the Tournex automatic re
volving door is available with three or four door wings and 
allows easy and quick access to large amounts of visitors, 
wheelchairs, large carts and luggage, making the door of 
choice for casinos, large hotels and resorts and airports 
alike. Like the TQA it is available in virtually any color or 
finish. Optional showcases around the center column of 
the door set allow for customization or advertisements. 



Product Overview

Diameter (inch)

Unit Width (inch) 

# Door Wings

Capacity / Minute

Height (mm) (Under Canopy / Barrier)

Security Level

Disabled Access

Emergency Exit*

Fail-Safe / Fail-Secure

Collapsible Door Set / Barrier

Finish

Stainless Steel

Powdercoated Aluminium

Anodised Aluminium

Wood

Stone

Options

Night Locking Doors

Price

* Requirements are subject to local regulations 
** Top cover only
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Twinglock 900

Options
• Card reader mounting options 
• External control panel 
• Extended glass

The Twinglock 900 combines two stainless steel columns and two glass panels to 
create a stylish and efficient secured entry solution. Sensors in the columns ensure 
that both barriers operate simultaneously and open and close quickly.



 A        B C D E 

 Passage Capacity  # of Disabled Type of Overall Barrier Barrier Overall 

 Width / Minute* Barriers Access Traffic Width Width Height Height

 36”  10-15  2   49-1/2”  16” 39-1/2” 43”

*Depending on access control system, in one direction

Dimensions and Specifications
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Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

2-way traffic     •

Automatic operation   •

Single or multiple lane setup  •

Multiple working modes  •

Disabled access    •

Sensor system    •

Adjustable door wing speed  •

Multiple authorizations memory •

Audible alarm    •

Fail-safe     •

Card reader mounting options   •

External control panel    •

Extended glass     •

Access Control Integration
All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be in-
tegrated with virtually any access control system. Card 
rea ders, fingerprint readers or other authorization sys-
tems can be integrated in the column of the Twinglock 
900 or moun ted in a secondary pedestal near the gate 
allo wing for a more fluid entry process. 

Emergency Egress
The Twinglock 900 is fail-safe: in case of emergency the 
lock and motor disengages allowing free passage. If back-
up power is available the Twinglock 900 can be configured 
to automatically open in the exit direction. (Escape route 
requirements are subject to local regulations.)

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel that can op-
erate up to six different security access solutions from a 
reception or security desk. Its user friendly, touchscreen 
interface allows for each solution to be operated separa-
tely or simultaneously and displays individual lane alarms 
with intuitive icons.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  75W

Stationary:  35W

 

Ambient Temperature: -4°F to +122°F

Weight:  220 lbs (100 kg)
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Winglock 900

Options
• External control panel 
• Support post 2” welded stainless steel 
• External pedestal for mounting of a card reader 
• Extended glass

A stainless steel column and a glass barrier: The Winglock 900 is a minimalist secured 
entry system. With a small foot print and clear appearance it does not distract from 
the lobby’s design and is very well suited to provide easy access for wheelchairs 
and dollies next to a bank of optical or waist high turnstiles.



 A        B C D E 

 Passage Capacity  # of Disabled Type of Overall Barrier Barrier Overall 

 Width / Minute* Barriers Access Traffic Width Width Height Height

 36-7/32” 6-8   1   49-7/32” 36” 39-3/8” 43-1/8”

*Depending on access control system, in one direction

Dimensions and Specifications
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Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

2-way traffic     •

Automatic operation   •

Disabled access    •

Multiple authorization memory  •

Fail-safe     •

Visible clamps     •

Card-reader mounting options   •

Support post 2” welded stainless steel  •

External control panel    •

Extended glass     •

Access Control Integration
All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be in-
tegrated with virtually any access control system. Card 
readers, fingerprint readers or other authorization sys-
tems can be integrated in the column of the Winglock 
900 or mounted in a secondary pedestal near the gate 
allo wing for a more fluid entry process. 

Emergency Egress
The Winglock 900 is fail-safe: in case of emergency the 
lock and motor disengages allowing free passage. If back-
up power is available the Winglock 900 can be configured 
to automatically open in the exit direction. (Escape route 
requirements are subject to local regulations.)

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel that can op-
erate up to six different security access solutions from a 
reception or security desk. Its user friendly, touchscreen 
interface allows for each solution to be operated separa-
tely or simultaneously and displays individual lane alarms 
with intuitive icons.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 220-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  65W

Stationary:  20W

 

Ambient Temperature: -4°F to +122°F

Weight:  132 lbs (60 kg)
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THG 42

Access Control Integration
All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be inte
grated with virtually any access control system. Card rea
ders, fingerprint readers or other authorization systems 
can be integrated in the column of the THG 42 itself or 
can be placed in the vicinity of the gate itself. This allows 
for a more fluid entry process. 

Options
• Remote pushbutton
• Magnetic lock
• Custom paint or metal finishes

The THG 42 access gate complements Boon Edam’s waist height turnstile models 
to allow access for those with special needs or the passage of dollies or carts. 
Choose from a variety of finishes to match adjacent turnstiles or surrounding décor.



    B C D E 

 Disabled Type of Emergency Overall Barrier Barrier Overall 

 Access Traffic Exit Width Width Height Height

    40” 321/2” 38” 38”

Dimensions and Specifications
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Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Failsafe (for electrical models)  •

Key / lock mechanism   • 

(for mechanical models)

Subfloor for hydraulic   • 

closing mechanism

Oneway or twoway gate operation •

Stainless steel (#4 satin)  •

Electric door strike   •

Remote pushbutton    •

Abovefloor hydraulic closing mechanism  •

Custom powder coated color (RAL ref) choices •

Bronze finish      •

Brass finish      •

Magnetic lock     •

Fail lock      •

24 VDC power supply    •

Emergency Egress
The THG 42 is failsafe: in case of emergency or power 
outage the lock and motor will disengage allowing free 
passage. (Escape route requirements are subject to local 
regulations.)

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel that can op
erate up to six different security access solutions from a 
reception or security desk. Its user friendly, touchscreen 
interface allows for each solution to be operated separa
tely or simultaneously and displays individual lane alarms 
with intuitive icons.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 120 VAC, 24 VDC

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  .75 Amps

Stationary:  .25 Amps

 

Ambient Temperature: +5°F to +113°F

Weight:  125 lbs (57kg)
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THG 51

Access Control Integration
All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be in
tegrated with virtually any access control system. Card 
readers, fingerprint readers or other authorization sys
tems can be integrated in the column of the THG 51 itself 
or on an optional secondary pedestal or column that can 
be placed in the vicinity of the gate itself. This allows for 
a more fluid entry process.

Options
• Remote pushbutton
• Magnetic lock
• Panic bar

ADA compliant solutions: the THG 51 E and EL complement Boon Edam’s full height turnstile 
models to allow access for those with special needs or the passage of dollies or carts. Choose 
from the all-metal construction of the THG 51 E or the transparent design of the THG 51 EL. 
Both gates offer a self-closing feature and meet ASTM standards.



    B C D E 

 Disabled Type of Emergency Overall Barrier Barrier Overall 

 Access Traffic Exit Width Width Height Height

    42” 36” 81” 89”

Dimensions and Specifications
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Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Barrier width of 36”   •

Vertical door handle   •

Electrically operated by a  • 

24 VDC doorstrike

Selfclosing via transommounted  • 

overhead closer

Panic bar      •

Tamperproof mesh*    •

Magnetic lock     •

Remote pushbutton unlocking   •

Card reader box     •

Motorized operator    •

* THG 51E only

Emergency Egress
The THG 51 is failsafe: in case of emergency or power 
outage the lock and optional motor will disengage allow
ing free passage. (Escape route require ments are subject 
to local regulations.)

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel that can op
erate up to six different security access solutions from a 
reception or security desk. Its user friendly, touchscreen 
interface allows for each solution to be operated separa
tely or simultaneously and displays individual lane alarms 
with intuitive icons.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 120 VAC

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  1.5 Amps

Stationary:  0.5 Amps

 

Ambient Temperature: +5°F to +113°F

Weight:  220 lbs (100kg)
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Full Height Turnstiles
Mobility hotspots are not limited to the inside of a building. Managing the flow of 
traffic in outside areas can be achieved through Boon Edam full height turnstiles. 
However our product range also includes a number of options that are very suitable 
for inside use and complement the surrounding building.



Security
Boon Edam full height turnstiles consist of three or four 
rotors that are mechanically locked. Only upon authoriza
tion of an access control system will the mechanism be 
unlock ed to allow passage to one person. 



Service
With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through an 
entry every day, proper installation and continued opera
tion is vital. Professional installation and regular service 
and main tenance can help minimize unexpected down
times. Boon Edam’s service and maintenance teams are 
familiar with the effects of throughput and local weather 

conditions on your entry and can offer personalised ser
vice and maintenance contracts that correspond to your 
requirements perfectly. With a program of regular training 
and certification for all our installation and maintenance 
staff, their knowledge and experience is assured.



Buildings are a major contributor to the global emission of 
greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that we 
have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that con
tribution as much as possible: our revolving doors help 
save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside climate. 
However our sustainability efforts go further. We have 
optimized our manufacturing process wherever possible 
to limit the environmental impact of our products. Our 
manufacturing techniques are environmentally friendly 
wherever possible and our raw materials are sourced from 
responsible suppliers when available. We also have an ex

tensive recycling program, separating our waste materials 
and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a minimal 
carbon footprint and by extension support the buildings 
they are used in to become more environmentally friendly. 
Our entry solutions can also help your building achieve 
LEED certification. We have detailed information on the 
environmental impact of our entry solutions available which 
can be used in the LEED certification process.

Sustainability





Turnlock 100
The Turnlock 100 is a heavy duty full height turnstile that 
is extremely suitable to ensure outside perimeter security. 
This stainless steel turnstile is available with three or four 
rotors constructed from stainless steel with either straight 
or curved arms. The Turnlock 100 tandem turnstile com
bines the functionality of two single turnstiles into one 
spacesaving turnstile.



Turnlock 200Turnlock 150
The advantage of full height turnstiles is that they offer 
a high level of security with a low intelligence and high 
relia bility. Although most often these characteristics are 
required for outside perimeter security, there are also 
applications within a building in which a full height turn
stile would be well suited. In those cases the rugged 
design of most of these turnstiles is an obstacle. The 
Turnlock 200 combines the simple and reliable operation 
of a full height turnstile with an attractive and transparent 
design. It 200 consists of an anodised aluminium frame 
with three or four door wings constructed from narrow 
polycarbonate panels.

Turnlock 250
The transparent look of the Turnlock 250 ensures that 
this full height turnstile too is particularly suited for use 
indoors. Its wide polycarbonate panels distinguish it from 
the Turnlock 200. The Turnlock 250 is available with 
three door wings and integrated indicator lights.

The attractive and versatile Turnlock 150 turnstile is desig
ned for many years of reliable service. Constructed from 
anodized aluminum, this turnstile is designed with alumi
nium arms and clear, transparent curved walls, and inte
grated indicator lights.



Product Overview

Diameter (inch)

Unit Width (inch) 

# Door Wings

Capacity / Minute

Height (mm) (Under Canopy / Barrier)

Security Level

Disabled Access

Emergency Exit*

Fail-Safe / Fail-Secure

Collapsible Door Set / Barrier

Finish

Stainless Steel

Powdercoated Aluminium

Anodised Aluminium

Wood

Stone

Options

Night Locking Doors

Price

* Requirements are subject to local regulations 
** Top cover only

TQ Crystal

TQ

NRG+

TQ

Tournex Duotour Twintour Tourlock 

120

Tourlock 

180+90

Circlelock  Swinglane 

900

Speedlane 

900

Speedlane 

300

Speedlane 

2048

Twinglock 

900

Winglock 

900

Transpalock 

900

Trilock 

900

Trilock 

75

Trilock 

60

Trilock 

50

Turnlock 

100

Turnlock 

150

Turnlock 

200

Turnlock

250

50

40

54

50

40

54

50

40

54

40

54

40

60

38

66

67 40

36

40

 6’6”-12’0” 6’6”-7’6” 6’6”-8’0” 12’0”-20’0” 12’0”-18’0” 10’0”-12’9” 5’6”-9’9” 5’6”-9’9” 3’3-3/8” / 63” 5’0” 5’0” 5’0” 5’0”

          4’11-1/16”                 

7-11/16” 15-11/32” - 12-3/8” - 9-1/2” 7-9/32” 10” 230 36” 27” 18-3/16”

            23-1/4” 19-1/4”              

 3 / 4 3 / 4 3 / 4 3 / 4 2 2x 2 3 4  2 1 2 2 0 2 1 3 tripod tripod tripod tripod  3 / 4 3 3 / 4 3 / 4

 2x 25 2x 25 2x 20 2x 35 2x 40 2x 60 1x 15 2x 15  5 25-30 25-30 25-30 50-60 10-15 6-8 15-20 20-25 20-25 20-25 20-25  15-20 15-20 15-20 15-20

  2x 35 2x 30 2x 30 2x 80 2x 65 2x 75 2x 75  2x 20                 

 7’0” 7’2-5/8” 83”-102” 7’0” 7’0” 7’2-5/8” 7’0” 7’0”  7’6-9/16” 39-3/8” 35”-71” 36-1/4”  39-1/2” 39-3/8” 39-1/2” 870-896 33” 33” 32-7/16”  81” 81” 81” 81”
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Full Height Turnstiles
Mobility hotspots are not limited to the inside of a building. Managing the flow of 
traffic in outside areas can be achieved through Boon Edam full height turnstiles. 
However our product range also includes a number of options that are very suitable 
for inside use and complement the surrounding building.



Security
Boon Edam full height turnstiles consist of three or four 
rotors that are mechanically locked. Only upon authoriza
tion of an access control system will the mechanism be 
unlock ed to allow passage to one person. 



Service
With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through an 
entry every day, proper installation and continued opera
tion is vital. Professional installation and regular service 
and main tenance can help minimize unexpected down
times. Boon Edam’s service and maintenance teams are 
familiar with the effects of throughput and local weather 

conditions on your entry and can offer personalised ser
vice and maintenance contracts that correspond to your 
requirements perfectly. With a program of regular training 
and certification for all our installation and maintenance 
staff, their knowledge and experience is assured.



Buildings are a major contributor to the global emission of 
greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that we 
have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that con
tribution as much as possible: our revolving doors help 
save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside climate. 
However our sustainability efforts go further. We have 
optimized our manufacturing process wherever possible 
to limit the environmental impact of our products. Our 
manufacturing techniques are environmentally friendly 
wherever possible and our raw materials are sourced from 
responsible suppliers when available. We also have an ex

tensive recycling program, separating our waste materials 
and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a minimal 
carbon footprint and by extension support the buildings 
they are used in to become more environmentally friendly. 
Our entry solutions can also help your building achieve 
LEED certification. We have detailed information on the 
environmental impact of our entry solutions available which 
can be used in the LEED certification process.

Sustainability





Turnlock 100
The Turnlock 100 is a heavy duty full height turnstile that 
is extremely suitable to ensure outside perimeter security. 
This stainless steel turnstile is available with three or four 
rotors constructed from stainless steel with either straight 
or curved arms. The Turnlock 100 tandem turnstile com
bines the functionality of two single turnstiles into one 
spacesaving turnstile.



Turnlock 200Turnlock 150
The advantage of full height turnstiles is that they offer 
a high level of security with a low intelligence and high 
relia bility. Although most often these characteristics are 
required for outside perimeter security, there are also 
applications within a building in which a full height turn
stile would be well suited. In those cases the rugged 
design of most of these turnstiles is an obstacle. The 
Turnlock 200 combines the simple and reliable operation 
of a full height turnstile with an attractive and transparent 
design. It 200 consists of an anodised aluminium frame 
with three or four door wings constructed from narrow 
polycarbonate panels.

Turnlock 250
The transparent look of the Turnlock 250 ensures that 
this full height turnstile too is particularly suited for use 
indoors. Its wide polycarbonate panels distinguish it from 
the Turnlock 200. The Turnlock 250 is available with 
three door wings and integrated indicator lights.

The attractive and versatile Turnlock 150 turnstile is desig
ned for many years of reliable service. Constructed from 
anodized aluminum, this turnstile is designed with alumi
nium arms and clear, transparent curved walls, and inte
grated indicator lights.



Product Overview

Diameter (inch)

Unit Width (inch) 

# Door Wings

Capacity / Minute

Height (mm) (Under Canopy / Barrier)

Security Level

Disabled Access

Emergency Exit*

Fail-Safe / Fail-Secure

Collapsible Door Set / Barrier

Finish

Stainless Steel

Powdercoated Aluminium

Anodised Aluminium

Wood

Stone

Options

Night Locking Doors

Price

* Requirements are subject to local regulations 
** Top cover only

TQ Crystal

TQ

NRG+

TQ

Tournex Duotour Twintour Tourlock 

120

Tourlock 

180+90

Circlelock  Swinglane 

900

Speedlane 

900

Speedlane 

300

Speedlane 

2048

Twinglock 

900

Winglock 

900

Transpalock 

900

Trilock 

900

Trilock 

75

Trilock 

60

Trilock 

50

Turnlock 

100

Turnlock 

150

Turnlock 

200

Turnlock

250

50

40

54

50

40

54

50

40

54

40

54

40

60

38

66

67 40

36

40
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Full Height Turnstiles
Mobility hotspots are not limited to the inside of a building. Managing the flow of 
traffic in outside areas can be achieved through Boon Edam full height turnstiles. 
However our product range also includes a number of options that are very suitable 
for inside use and complement the surrounding building.



Security
Boon Edam full height turnstiles consist of three or four 
rotors that are mechanically locked. Only upon authoriza
tion of an access control system will the mechanism be 
unlock ed to allow passage to one person. 



Service
With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through an 
entry every day, proper installation and continued opera
tion is vital. Professional installation and regular service 
and main tenance can help minimize unexpected down
times. Boon Edam’s service and maintenance teams are 
familiar with the effects of throughput and local weather 

conditions on your entry and can offer personalised ser
vice and maintenance contracts that correspond to your 
requirements perfectly. With a program of regular training 
and certification for all our installation and maintenance 
staff, their knowledge and experience is assured.



Buildings are a major contributor to the global emission of 
greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that we 
have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that con
tribution as much as possible: our revolving doors help 
save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside climate. 
However our sustainability efforts go further. We have 
optimized our manufacturing process wherever possible 
to limit the environmental impact of our products. Our 
manufacturing techniques are environmentally friendly 
wherever possible and our raw materials are sourced from 
responsible suppliers when available. We also have an ex

tensive recycling program, separating our waste materials 
and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a minimal 
carbon footprint and by extension support the buildings 
they are used in to become more environmentally friendly. 
Our entry solutions can also help your building achieve 
LEED certification. We have detailed information on the 
environmental impact of our entry solutions available which 
can be used in the LEED certification process.

Sustainability





Turnlock 100
The Turnlock 100 is a heavy duty full height turnstile that 
is extremely suitable to ensure outside perimeter security. 
This stainless steel turnstile is available with three or four 
rotors constructed from stainless steel with either straight 
or curved arms. The Turnlock 100 tandem turnstile com
bines the functionality of two single turnstiles into one 
spacesaving turnstile.



Turnlock 200Turnlock 150
The advantage of full height turnstiles is that they offer 
a high level of security with a low intelligence and high 
relia bility. Although most often these characteristics are 
required for outside perimeter security, there are also 
applications within a building in which a full height turn
stile would be well suited. In those cases the rugged 
design of most of these turnstiles is an obstacle. The 
Turnlock 200 combines the simple and reliable operation 
of a full height turnstile with an attractive and transparent 
design. It 200 consists of an anodised aluminium frame 
with three or four door wings constructed from narrow 
polycarbonate panels.

Turnlock 250
The transparent look of the Turnlock 250 ensures that 
this full height turnstile too is particularly suited for use 
indoors. Its wide polycarbonate panels distinguish it from 
the Turnlock 200. The Turnlock 250 is available with 
three door wings and integrated indicator lights.

The attractive and versatile Turnlock 150 turnstile is desig
ned for many years of reliable service. Constructed from 
anodized aluminum, this turnstile is designed with alumi
nium arms and clear, transparent curved walls, and inte
grated indicator lights.



Product Overview

Diameter (inch)

Unit Width (inch) 

# Door Wings

Capacity / Minute

Height (mm) (Under Canopy / Barrier)

Security Level

Disabled Access

Emergency Exit*

Fail-Safe / Fail-Secure

Collapsible Door Set / Barrier

Finish

Stainless Steel

Powdercoated Aluminium

Anodised Aluminium

Wood

Stone

Options

Night Locking Doors

Price

* Requirements are subject to local regulations 
** Top cover only

TQ Crystal

TQ

NRG+

TQ

Tournex Duotour Twintour Tourlock 

120

Tourlock 

180+90

Circlelock  Swinglane 

900

Speedlane 

900

Speedlane 

300

Speedlane 

2048

Twinglock 

900

Winglock 

900

Transpalock 

900

Trilock 

900

Trilock 

75

Trilock 

60

Trilock 

50

Turnlock 

100

Turnlock 

150

Turnlock 

200

Turnlock

250

50

40

54

50

40
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50

40
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40
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40

60
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67 40
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40
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Full Height Turnstiles
Mobility hotspots are not limited to the inside of a building. Managing the flow of 
traffic in outside areas can be achieved through Boon Edam full height turnstiles. 
However our product range also includes a number of options that are very suitable 
for inside use and complement the surrounding building.



Security
Boon Edam full height turnstiles consist of three or four 
rotors that are mechanically locked. Only upon authoriza
tion of an access control system will the mechanism be 
unlock ed to allow passage to one person. 



Service
With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through an 
entry every day, proper installation and continued opera
tion is vital. Professional installation and regular service 
and main tenance can help minimize unexpected down
times. Boon Edam’s service and maintenance teams are 
familiar with the effects of throughput and local weather 

conditions on your entry and can offer personalised ser
vice and maintenance contracts that correspond to your 
requirements perfectly. With a program of regular training 
and certification for all our installation and maintenance 
staff, their knowledge and experience is assured.



Buildings are a major contributor to the global emission of 
greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that we 
have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that con
tribution as much as possible: our revolving doors help 
save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside climate. 
However our sustainability efforts go further. We have 
optimized our manufacturing process wherever possible 
to limit the environmental impact of our products. Our 
manufacturing techniques are environmentally friendly 
wherever possible and our raw materials are sourced from 
responsible suppliers when available. We also have an ex

tensive recycling program, separating our waste materials 
and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a minimal 
carbon footprint and by extension support the buildings 
they are used in to become more environmentally friendly. 
Our entry solutions can also help your building achieve 
LEED certification. We have detailed information on the 
environmental impact of our entry solutions available which 
can be used in the LEED certification process.

Sustainability





Turnlock 100
The Turnlock 100 is a heavy duty full height turnstile that 
is extremely suitable to ensure outside perimeter security. 
This stainless steel turnstile is available with three or four 
rotors constructed from stainless steel with either straight 
or curved arms. The Turnlock 100 tandem turnstile com
bines the functionality of two single turnstiles into one 
spacesaving turnstile.



Turnlock 200Turnlock 150
The advantage of full height turnstiles is that they offer 
a high level of security with a low intelligence and high 
relia bility. Although most often these characteristics are 
required for outside perimeter security, there are also 
applications within a building in which a full height turn
stile would be well suited. In those cases the rugged 
design of most of these turnstiles is an obstacle. The 
Turnlock 200 combines the simple and reliable operation 
of a full height turnstile with an attractive and transparent 
design. It 200 consists of an anodised aluminium frame 
with three or four door wings constructed from narrow 
polycarbonate panels.

Turnlock 250
The transparent look of the Turnlock 250 ensures that 
this full height turnstile too is particularly suited for use 
indoors. Its wide polycarbonate panels distinguish it from 
the Turnlock 200. The Turnlock 250 is available with 
three door wings and integrated indicator lights.

The attractive and versatile Turnlock 150 turnstile is desig
ned for many years of reliable service. Constructed from 
anodized aluminum, this turnstile is designed with alumi
nium arms and clear, transparent curved walls, and inte
grated indicator lights.



Product Overview

Diameter (inch)

Unit Width (inch) 

# Door Wings

Capacity / Minute

Height (mm) (Under Canopy / Barrier)

Security Level

Disabled Access

Emergency Exit*

Fail-Safe / Fail-Secure

Collapsible Door Set / Barrier

Finish

Stainless Steel

Powdercoated Aluminium

Anodised Aluminium

Wood

Stone

Options

Night Locking Doors

Price

* Requirements are subject to local regulations 
** Top cover only

TQ Crystal

TQ

NRG+

TQ

Tournex Duotour Twintour Tourlock 

120

Tourlock 

180+90

Circlelock  Swinglane 

900

Speedlane 

900

Speedlane 

300

Speedlane 

2048

Twinglock 

900

Winglock 

900

Transpalock 

900

Trilock 

900

Trilock 

75

Trilock 

60

Trilock 

50

Turnlock 

100

Turnlock 

150

Turnlock 

200

Turnlock

250

50

40

54

50

40

54

50

40

54

40

54

40

60

38

66

67 40

36

40
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Boon Edam operates a policy of continuous refinement and improvement and therefore reserves the right to modify design and details at any time.



Turnlock 100

Options
• Hydraulic speed control
• Remote pushbutton
• Heel protectors
• Card reader box
• Rotor covers

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

The recently engineered Turnlock 100 is a heavy duty full height turnstile that is 
extremely suitable to ensure outside perimeter security. This turnstile is available 
with three or four rotors constructed with either straight or curved arms and is 
available in a tandem configu ration to increase throughput.
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 Type Capacity  Disabled Emergency Throat Instal-  Height Top Depth 

  / Minute* Access Exit Opening  lation Under Top Channel 

      Width Channel Height

Turnlock 100 3-rotor 15-20   25-1/2”  60” 81” 8” 52-1/8”

Turnlock 100 4-rotor 15-20   20-1/8” 60” 81” 8” 51-17/32”

Turnlock 100 2x 15-20   25-1/2” 96” 81” 8” 52-1/8” 

Tandem 3-rotor

Turnlock 100  2x 15-20   20-3/16” 96” 81” 8” 51-7/8”  

Tandem 4-rotor

THG 51 Access Gate -   36” 42” 81” 8” 6 1/2” 

*Depending on access control system, in one direction

Dimensions and Specifications

Boon Edam Inc.  |  402 McKinney Parkway  |  Lillington  |  North Carolina 27546  |  United States of America Version 2014-01
T 800 334 5552  |  sales@boonedam.us  |  www.boonedam.us TU100-PDS-BEI

Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Fail-lock or fail-safe (electric models) • 

Free or locked exit (all models)  •

Pulse relay     •

Time-out relay     •

Field configurable top channel  •

Mechanical key bypass  •

Out-of-use lock     •

Rotation detection switch   •

Hydraulic speed control   •

Red and green indicator lights   •

Remote pushbutton unlocking   •

Electrical key bypass    •

Home position switch    •

Heel protectors     •

Card reader box     •

Custom powder coated color (RAL ref)  •

Complete stainless steel construction  •

Rotor covers      •

Stainless steel 316 for corrosive and   • 

coastal environments          

Emergency Egress
The electric Turnlock 100 can be configured to have a 
fail-safe exit, which, in the case of a power failure, unlocks 
the mechanism to allow free exit. If integrated with a fire 

alarm system, the locking mechanism is disengaged auto-
matically in an alarm situation. A THG 51 side gate can 
also be installed next to the turnstile for additional exit 
capacity. If no emergency exit is required, the Turnlock 100 
can be configured to be fail-secure in which case the 
mechanism will remain locked in case of an emergency 
maintaining a high level of security.  (Escape route require-
ments are subject to local regulations.)

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel that can op-
erate up to six different security access solutions from a 
reception or security desk. Its user friendly, touchscreen 
interface allows for each solution to be operated separa-
tely or simultaneously and displays individual lane alarms 
with intuitive icons.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  60W

 

Ambient Temperature: -4°F to +131°F

IP Value:  IP 56

Weight:  800 lbs (360 kg), tandem 3-rotor 

version: 1200 lbs (640 kg)
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Turnlock 150 ASTG

Options
• Dual shield
• Heel protectors
• Remote release button
• Card reader box
• Hydraulic speed control

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

The attractive and versatile Turnlock 150 ASTG full height turnstile is designed for 
many years of reliable service. Constructed from anodized aluminium, this turnstile 
is designed with aluminium arms and clear, transparent curved walls, and integrated 
indicator (authorization) lights.
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 Type Capacity  Disabled Emergency Throat Instal-  Height Top Depth 

  / Minute* Access Exit Opening  lation Under Top Channel 

      Width Channel Height

Turnlock 150 ASTG 15-20   25-3/8” 60” 81” 8” 52-5/16”

Turnlock 150 ASTG 2x 15-20   2x 25-3/8” 96” 81” 8” 52-5/16” 

Tandem

THG 51 Access Gate -   36” 42” 81” 8” 6 1/2” 

*Depending on access control system, in one direction

Dimensions and Specifications

Boon Edam Inc.  |  402 McKinney Parkway  |  Lillington  |  North Carolina 27546  |  United States of America Version 2014-01
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Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Fail-lock or fail-safe (electric models) •

Free or locked exit (all models)  •

Self-centering rotor   •

Clear anodized construction  •

Time-out relay    •

Pulse relay     •

Red and green indicator lights  •

Field configurable top channel  •

Mechanical key bypass  •

Dual shield (standard for tandem)  •

Custom color     •

Rotation detection switch   •

Home position switch    •

Heel protectors     •

Remote release button   •

Card reader box     •

Electrical key bypass    •

Hydraulic speed control   •

Emergency Egress
The electric Turnlock 150 ASTG can be configured to have 
a fail-safe exit, which, in the case of a power failure, un-
locks the mechanism to allow free exit. If integrated with 
a fire alarm system, the locking mechanism is disengaged 
auto matically in an alarm situation. A THG 51 side gate 

can also be installed next to the turnstile for additional exit 
capacity. If no emergency exit is required, the Turnlock 
150 ASTG can be configured to be fail-secure in which 
case the mechanism will remain locked in case of an emer-
gency maintaining a high level of security. (Escape route 
require ments are subject to local regulations.)

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel that can op-
erate up to six different security access solutions from a 
reception or security desk. Its user friendly, touchscreen 
interface allows for each solution to be operated separa-
tely or simultaneously and displays individual lane alarms 
with intuitive icons.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  60W

 

Ambient Temperature: -4°F to +131°F

IP Value:  IP 56

Weight:  800 lbs (360 kg), tandem 3-wing 

version: 1200 lbs (640 kg)
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Turnlock 200 EL

Options
• Remote release button
• Key bypass
• Heel protectors
• Card reader box 

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

A clear and open appearance ensures that the full height turnstile Turnlock 200 EL 
is particularly suitable for indoor applications. This model consists of three door wings 
constructed of narrow or wide polycarbonate panels. Indicator lights are integrated 
as standard.



     A B D E 

 Type Capacity  Disabled Emergency Throat Instal-  Height Top Depth 

  / Minute* Access Exit Opening  lation Under Top Channel 

      Width Channel Height

Turnlock 200 EL 15-20   25-3/8” 60” 81” 8” 60”

Turnlock 200 EL Tandem 2x 15-20   25-3/8” 96” 81” 8” 60”

THG 51 Access Gate -   36” 42” 81” 8” 6 1/2” 

*Depending on access control system, in one direction

Dimensions and Specifications

Boon Edam Inc.  |  402 McKinney Parkway  |  Lillington  |  North Carolina 27546  |  United States of America Version 2014-01
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Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Fail-lock or fail-safe (electric models) • 

Free or locked exit (all models)  •

Pulse relay     •

Hydraulic speed control  •

Red and green indicator lights  •

Field configurable top channel  •

Mechanical key bypass  •

Time-out relay    •

Remote release button   •

Home position switch    •

Rotation detection switch   •

Card reader box     •

Electrical key bypass    •

Full indoor canopy    •

Heel protectors     •

Custom powder coated color (RAL ref)  •

Emergency Egress
The electric Turnlock 200 EL can be configured to have 
a fail-safe exit, which, in the case of a power failure, 
unlocks the mechanism to allow free exit. If integrated 
with a fire alarm system, the locking mechanism is dis-
engaged auto matically in an alarm situation. A THG 51 
side gate can also be installed next to the turnstile for 
additional exit capacity. (Escape route require ments are 
subject to local regulations.)

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel that can op-
erate up to six different security access solutions from a 
reception or security desk. Its user friendly, touchscreen 
interface allows for each solution to be operated separa-
tely or simultaneously and displays individual lane alarms 
with intuitive icons.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  60W

 

Ambient Temperature: -4°F to +131°F

IP Value:  IP 56

Weight: 800 lbs (360 kg) 

 tandem version: 1200 lbs (640 kg)
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Turnlock 250 CSTG

Options
• Remote release button
• Rotation detection switch
• Card reader box
• Key bypass

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

A clear and open appearance ensures that the full height turnstile Turnlock 250 
CSTG is particularly suitable for indoor applications. This model consists of three 
door wings constructed of wide polycarbonate panels. Indicator lights are integrated 
as standard.



     A B D E 

 Type Capacity  Disabled Emergency Throat Instal-  Height Top Depth 

  / Minute* Access Exit Opening  lation Under Top Channel 

      Width Channel Height

Turnlock 250 CSTG 15-20   25-3/8” 60” 81” 8” 60”

THG 51 Access Gate -   36” 42” 81” 8” 6 1/2” 

*Depending on access control system, in one direction

Dimensions and Specifications

Boon Edam Inc.  |  402 McKinney Parkway  |  Lillington  |  North Carolina 27546  |  United States of America Version 2014-01
T 800 334 5552  |  sales@boonedam.us  |  www.boonedam.us TU250-PDS-BEI

Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Fail-lock or fail-safe (electric models) • 

Free or locked exit (all models)  •

Pulse relay     •

Hydraulic speed control  •

Red and green indicator lights  •

Field configurable top channel  •

Mechanical key bypass  •

Remote release button   •

Home position switch    •

Rotation detection switch   •

Card reader box     •

Electrical key bypass    •

Emergency Egress
The electric Turnlock 250 CSTG can be configured to 
have a fail-safe exit, which, in the case of a power failure, 
unlocks the mechanism to allow free exit. If integrated 
with a fire alarm system, the locking mechanism is disen-
gaged auto matically in an alarm situation. A THG 51 side 
gate can also be installed next to the turnstile for addi-
tional exit capacity. (Escape route require ments are sub-
ject to local regulations.)

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel that can op-
erate up to six different security access solutions from a 
reception or security desk. Its user friendly, touchscreen 
interface allows for each solution to be operated separa-
tely or simultaneously and displays individual lane alarms 
with intuitive icons.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  60W

 

Ambient Temperature: -4°F to +131°F

IP Value:  IP 56

Weight: 800 lbs (360 kg) 

 tandem version: 220 lbs (430kg)
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A friendly welcome!
with the Speedlane Lifeline



As pedestrian mobility increases so does the need for a sophisticated, intuitive, 
refined and yet secure entry management experience for those entering and 
moving around buildings. The Speedlane Lifeline Series interacts with those who 
approach it, managing and guiding authorised users through to the secured 
areas of buildings. Commonly operating in multiples, thus fluently guiding the 
flow of high visitor levels; it acts as a boundary between public and private 
worlds. It interacts with both worlds to ensure the right people are channelled 
to the right place, placing the control of the entry in its hands.



Designed to the highest standards, ahead of industry trends, the Speedlane 
Lifeline Series features:
• unique sensors which detect visitors approaching
• a sleep function to save energy
• pulsing light strips to guide the user 
• intuitive and proven symbols to make it user friendly
• ergonomic design for customer comfort
• customisation possibilities in fitting with interior design
• premium quality materials



Expressions Edition

Elements Edition

As with every living being, the Speedlane Lifeline Series comes in a variety of 
different forms. The series contains three models, the Slide, Swing and Open 
models within which there are a whole array of dimensional and glass choices. 
Whether it’s for a higher security level or disabled access, every combination 
is possible.

In fitting with the latest design trends, the Speedlane Lifeline Series is available 
with the current trending colour finishes.

Business Edition



 Model Capacity Passage Width Unit Width Unit Length Unit Height Overall Width Glass Options 

  / Minute (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Speedlane Slide 25 - 30 510 - 910 312 - 512 1440 1035 1134 - 1934 Standard / Angel Wing / High / Wide

Speedlane Swing 25 - 30 500 - 915 106 1776 1035 712 - 1275 Standard / High / Wide

Speedlane Open 50 - 60 500 - 915 160 760 1035 820 - 1235 -



Learn more: www.boonedam.com/Lifeline



A friendly welcome!
with the Speedlane Lifeline



As pedestrian mobility increases so does the need for a sophisticated, intuitive, 
refined and yet secure entry management experience for those entering and 
moving around buildings. The Speedlane Lifeline Series interacts with those who 
approach it, managing and guiding authorised users through to the secured 
areas of buildings. Commonly operating in multiples, thus fluently guiding the 
flow of high visitor levels; it acts as a boundary between public and private 
worlds. It interacts with both worlds to ensure the right people are channelled 
to the right place, placing the control of the entry in its hands.



Designed to the highest standards, ahead of industry trends, the Speedlane 
Lifeline Series features:
• unique sensors which detect visitors approaching
• a sleep function to save energy
• pulsing light strips to guide the user 
• intuitive and proven symbols to make it user friendly
• ergonomic design for customer comfort
• customisation possibilities in fitting with interior design
• premium quality materials



Expressions Edition

Elements Edition

As with every living being, the Speedlane Lifeline Series comes in a variety of 
different forms. The series contains three models, the Slide, Swing and Open 
models within which there are a whole array of dimensional and glass choices. 
Whether it’s for a higher security level or disabled access, every combination 
is possible.

In fitting with the latest design trends, the Speedlane Lifeline Series is available 
with the current trending colour finishes.

Business Edition



 Model Capacity Passage Width Unit Width Unit Length Unit Height Overall Width Glass Options 

  / Minute (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Speedlane Slide 25 - 30 510 - 910 312 - 512 1440 1035 1134 - 1934 Standard / Angel Wing / High / Wide

Speedlane Swing 25 - 30 500 - 915 106 1776 1035 712 - 1275 Standard / High / Wide

Speedlane Open 50 - 60 500 - 915 160 760 1035 820 - 1235 -



Learn more: www.boonedam.com/Lifeline
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refined and yet secure entry management experience for those entering and 
moving around buildings. The Speedlane Lifeline Series interacts with those who 
approach it, managing and guiding authorised users through to the secured 
areas of buildings. Commonly operating in multiples, thus fluently guiding the 
flow of high visitor levels; it acts as a boundary between public and private 
worlds. It interacts with both worlds to ensure the right people are channelled 
to the right place, placing the control of the entry in its hands.



Designed to the highest standards, ahead of industry trends, the Speedlane 
Lifeline Series features:
• unique sensors which detect visitors approaching
• a sleep function to save energy
• pulsing light strips to guide the user 
• intuitive and proven symbols to make it user friendly
• ergonomic design for customer comfort
• customisation possibilities in fitting with interior design
• premium quality materials



Expressions Edition

Elements Edition

As with every living being, the Speedlane Lifeline Series comes in a variety of 
different forms. The series contains three models, the Slide, Swing and Open 
models within which there are a whole array of dimensional and glass choices. 
Whether it’s for a higher security level or disabled access, every combination 
is possible.

In fitting with the latest design trends, the Speedlane Lifeline Series is available 
with the current trending colour finishes.

Business Edition



 Model Capacity Passage Width Unit Width Unit Length Unit Height Overall Width Glass Options 

  / Minute (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Speedlane Slide 25 - 30 510 - 910 312 - 512 1440 1035 1134 - 1934 Standard / Angel Wing / High / Wide

Speedlane Swing 25 - 30 500 - 915 106 1776 1035 712 - 1275 Standard / High / Wide

Speedlane Open 50 - 60 500 - 915 160 760 1035 820 - 1235 -
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Speed Gates
A mobility hotspot is a domain that forms the gateway to a visitor’s destination; 
it is also the domain where the flow of visitors and employees is managed. This 
requires a system that allows some users to pass through directly but directs 
others in another direction, for instance towards a reception desk or another part 
of the building. Boon Edam speed gates allow for this to be achieved with minimal 
inconvenience to the users and without forming an obtrusive barrier in the entry.





Security
Speed gates ensure the security of certain areas in a 
building; they prevent unauthorised users from entering 
sensitive or private areas. Consisting of two cabinets 
with glass door wings preventing unauthorised entry, 
they are activated by an access control system such as 
a card reader, biometric device or external control panel. 
The access control system can be integrated directly 
into the speed gate or in a separate pedestal, reception 
or security desk. Upon authorisation the door wings will 
open and close again directly after the user. All Boon 
Edam speed gates are equipped with an authorisation 
memory, storing up to at least three authorisations to 
improve throughput. 

Boon Edam’s Speedlane 900 and Swinglane 900 speed 
gates are optionally available with a normally open 
 operating mode. In this mode the door wings will remain 

open and only close upon attempted unauthorised 
 access. Sensors in the cabinets of the speed gate ensure 
that unauthorised access is detected and the door 
wings can close before the user enters the secured area. 
Although an optionally open operating mode slightly 
decreases the level of security offered, the higher 
through put can be preferred in office buildings where 
large numbers of employees use the speed gates each 
morning and evening.

Boon Edam’s speed gates are equipped with advanced 
sensor systems that not only ensure that a high level 
of security is maintained but also guarantee the user’s 
safety. The door wings of all Boon Edam speed gates 
will stop their closing motion or reopen immediately 
when a user is detected in their path. 



With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through 
an entry every day, the continued operation is vital. 
Regular service and maintenance can prevent unexpec-
ted hardware break downs. Boon Edam’s service and 
maintenance teams across the world are experien ced 

in the effects the local conditions have on the wear and 
tear of your entry solutions and can offer specialised 
service and maintenance contracts that correspond to 
those conditions perfectly. 

Service



Buildings form a major contributor to the global emission 
of greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that 
we have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that 
contribution as much as possible: our revolving doors 
help save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside 
climate. However our sustainability efforts go further. 
We have optimised our manufacturing process wherever 
possible to limit the environmental impact of our pro-
ducts. Our manufacturing techniques are environmen-
tally friendly wherever possible and our raw materials 
are sourced from responsible suppliers when possible. 

We also have an extensive recycling program, separating 
our waste materials and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a 
mini mal carbon footprint and by extension support the 
buildings they are used in to become more environmen-
tally friendly. As such our entry solutions can also help 
you to achieve LEED certification. We have detailed 
information on the environmental impact of our entry 
solutions available which can be used in the LEED certi-
fication process.

Sustainability





Swinglane 900
The Swinglane 900 consists of two long slim cabinets 
constructed from stainless steel and glass and one or 
two swinging door wings depending on pedestrian or 
disabled access. The swinging motion of the door wings 
is often felt as a friendly motion, welcoming users into 
the secured area. The long detection lane ensures that 
each user is tracked as he walks through it, this ensures 
optimal detection of unauthorised access attempts.



Speedlane 900
The stainless steel cabinets of the Speedlane 900 are 
shaped as ovals, creating a fluid and natural passage 
for users. It is equipped with two retracting door wings 
that open into the cabinets to allow a user to pass 
through. The Speedlane 900 is one of the most versatile 
speed gates available. The top plate of the cabinets can 
be constructed from a wide variety of materials including 
different types of wood. Moreover the Speedlane 900 
is available with optional long or wide passage for im-
proved detection or disabled access. The door wings 
are available in different heights ranging from 900-1800 
mm, allowing you to adapt the Speedlane 900 to your 
exact security requirements.





Speedlane 300
A more basic model with fewer options than the Speed-
lane 900, the Speedlane 300 offers an incredibly elegant 
and stylish secured entry. It has oval shaped stainless 
steel cabinets but most distinctive are its angel wing 
door wings that retract fully into the cabinet to allow 
access to authorised users. The shape of the door wings 

gives this speed gate a distinctive look which is accen-
tuated by the LED lights that are incorporated. Besides 
emphasising the design of the Speedlane 300, these 
lights also indicate to the user whether the gate is 
ready for use. 



Speedlane 2048
The Speedlane 2048 is a barrier free speed gate. It there-
fore offers a low level of security but can be used suc-
cessfully to keep track of the number of people in any 
area of a building. Users present their authen tication to 
the Speedlane 2048 before walking through. Their pas-
sage is not hindered in any way, ensu ring an extremely 
high throughput. If unauthorised  access is attempted a 
reception or security desk can be alerted to stop the user.
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Disabled Access

Emergency Exit*

Fail-Safe / Fail-Secure

Collapsible Door Set / Barrier

Finish

Stainless Steel

Powdercoated Aluminium
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Stone

Options

Burglary Resistance Package

Night Locking Doors
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Speed Gates
A mobility hotspot is a domain that forms the gateway to a visitor’s destination; 
it is also the domain where the flow of visitors and employees is managed. This 
requires a system that allows some users to pass through directly but directs 
others in another direction, for instance towards a reception desk or another part 
of the building. Boon Edam speed gates allow for this to be achieved with minimal 
inconvenience to the users and without forming an obtrusive barrier in the entry.





Security
Speed gates ensure the security of certain areas in a 
building; they prevent unauthorised users from entering 
sensitive or private areas. Consisting of two cabinets 
with glass door wings preventing unauthorised entry, 
they are activated by an access control system such as 
a card reader, biometric device or external control panel. 
The access control system can be integrated directly 
into the speed gate or in a separate pedestal, reception 
or security desk. Upon authorisation the door wings will 
open and close again directly after the user. All Boon 
Edam speed gates are equipped with an authorisation 
memory, storing up to at least three authorisations to 
improve throughput. 

Boon Edam’s Speedlane 900 and Swinglane 900 speed 
gates are optionally available with a normally open 
 operating mode. In this mode the door wings will remain 

open and only close upon attempted unauthorised 
 access. Sensors in the cabinets of the speed gate ensure 
that unauthorised access is detected and the door 
wings can close before the user enters the secured area. 
Although an optionally open operating mode slightly 
decreases the level of security offered, the higher 
through put can be preferred in office buildings where 
large numbers of employees use the speed gates each 
morning and evening.

Boon Edam’s speed gates are equipped with advanced 
sensor systems that not only ensure that a high level 
of security is maintained but also guarantee the user’s 
safety. The door wings of all Boon Edam speed gates 
will stop their closing motion or reopen immediately 
when a user is detected in their path. 



With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through 
an entry every day, the continued operation is vital. 
Regular service and maintenance can prevent unexpec-
ted hardware break downs. Boon Edam’s service and 
maintenance teams across the world are experien ced 

in the effects the local conditions have on the wear and 
tear of your entry solutions and can offer specialised 
service and maintenance contracts that correspond to 
those conditions perfectly. 

Service



Buildings form a major contributor to the global emission 
of greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that 
we have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that 
contribution as much as possible: our revolving doors 
help save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside 
climate. However our sustainability efforts go further. 
We have optimised our manufacturing process wherever 
possible to limit the environmental impact of our pro-
ducts. Our manufacturing techniques are environmen-
tally friendly wherever possible and our raw materials 
are sourced from responsible suppliers when possible. 

We also have an extensive recycling program, separating 
our waste materials and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a 
mini mal carbon footprint and by extension support the 
buildings they are used in to become more environmen-
tally friendly. As such our entry solutions can also help 
you to achieve LEED certification. We have detailed 
information on the environmental impact of our entry 
solutions available which can be used in the LEED certi-
fication process.

Sustainability





Swinglane 900
The Swinglane 900 consists of two long slim cabinets 
constructed from stainless steel and glass and one or 
two swinging door wings depending on pedestrian or 
disabled access. The swinging motion of the door wings 
is often felt as a friendly motion, welcoming users into 
the secured area. The long detection lane ensures that 
each user is tracked as he walks through it, this ensures 
optimal detection of unauthorised access attempts.



Speedlane 900
The stainless steel cabinets of the Speedlane 900 are 
shaped as ovals, creating a fluid and natural passage 
for users. It is equipped with two retracting door wings 
that open into the cabinets to allow a user to pass 
through. The Speedlane 900 is one of the most versatile 
speed gates available. The top plate of the cabinets can 
be constructed from a wide variety of materials including 
different types of wood. Moreover the Speedlane 900 
is available with optional long or wide passage for im-
proved detection or disabled access. The door wings 
are available in different heights ranging from 900-1800 
mm, allowing you to adapt the Speedlane 900 to your 
exact security requirements.





Speedlane 300
A more basic model with fewer options than the Speed-
lane 900, the Speedlane 300 offers an incredibly elegant 
and stylish secured entry. It has oval shaped stainless 
steel cabinets but most distinctive are its angel wing 
door wings that retract fully into the cabinet to allow 
access to authorised users. The shape of the door wings 

gives this speed gate a distinctive look which is accen-
tuated by the LED lights that are incorporated. Besides 
emphasising the design of the Speedlane 300, these 
lights also indicate to the user whether the gate is 
ready for use. 



Speedlane 2048
The Speedlane 2048 is a barrier free speed gate. It there-
fore offers a low level of security but can be used suc-
cessfully to keep track of the number of people in any 
area of a building. Users present their authen tication to 
the Speedlane 2048 before walking through. Their pas-
sage is not hindered in any way, ensu ring an extremely 
high throughput. If unauthorised  access is attempted a 
reception or security desk can be alerted to stop the user.
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Optical Turnstiles
A mobility hotspot is a domain that forms the gateway to a visitor’s destination; it is 
also the domain where the flow of visitors and employees is managed. This requires 
a system that allows some users to pass through directly but directs others in another 
direction, for instance towards a reception desk or another part of the building. Boon 
Edam optical turnstiles allow for this to be achieved with minimal inconvenience to 
the users and without forming an obtrusive barrier in the entry.







Security
Optical turnstiles ensure the security of certain areas in a 
buil ding; they prevent unauthorized users from entering 
sensitive or private areas with the oversight of manned 
supervision. Consisting of two cabinets with glass barriers 
preventing unauthorized entry, they are activated by an 
access control system such as a card reader, biometric 
device or external control panel. The access control sys
tem can be integrated directly into the speed gate or in a 
separate pedestal, reception or security desk. Upon autho
rization the barriers will open and close again directly after 
the user. All Boon Edam optical turnstiles are equipped 
with an authorization memory, storing up to at least three 
authorizations to improve throughput. 

Boon Edam’s optical turnstiles are equipped with advan
ced sensor systems that not only ensure that a high level 
of security is maintained but also guarantee the user’s 
safety. The barriers of all Boon Edam optical turnstiles will 
stop their closing motion or reopen immediately when a 
user is detected in their path. 







Service
With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through 
an entry every day, proper installation and continued ope
ration is vital. Professional installation and regular service 
and maintenance can help minimize unexpected down
times. Boon Edam’s service and maintenance teams are 
familiar with the effects of throughput and local weather 

conditions on your entry and can offer personalized ser
vice and maintenance contracts that correspond to your 
requirements perfectly. With a program of regular training 
and certification for all our installation and maintenance 
staff, their knowledge and experience is assured.



Buildings are a major contributor to the global emission 
of greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that 
we have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that 
contribution as much as possible: our revolving doors help 
save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside climate. 
However our sustainability efforts go further. We have 
optimized our manufacturing process wherever possible 
to limit the environmental impact of our products. Our 
manufacturing techniques are environmentally friendly 
wherever possible and our raw materials are sourced from 
responsible suppliers when available. We also have an ex

tensive recycling program, separating our waste materials 
and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a mini
mal carbon footprint and by extension support the build
ings they are used in to become more environmentally 
friendly. Our entry solutions can also help your building 
achieve LEED certification. We have detailed information 
on the environmental impact of our entry solutions avail
able which can be used in the LEED certification process.

Sustainability









Swinglane 900
The Swinglane 900 consists of two long, slim cabinets 
constructed from stainless steel and glass and one or 
two swinging barriers depending on pedestrian or disabled 
access. The long detection lane enables accurate tracking 
of each user, ensuring optimal detection of unauthorized 
access attempts.



Glass Door WingLong Slim Cabinet





Speedlane 900
The stainless steel cabinets of the Speedlane 900 are 
shaped as ovals, creating a fluid and natural passage for 
users. Each lane is equipped with two retracting glass 
barriers that retract into the cabinets to allow a user to 
pass through. The Speedlane 900 is one of the most ver
satile optical turnstiles available. The top plate of the 
cabinets can be constructed from a wide variety of mate
rials such as natural stone, wood and Corian®. Moreover 
the Speed lane 900 is available with wide passage for 
disabled  access. The barriers are available in different 
heights ran ging from 35” 71”, allowing you to adapt the 
Speedlane 900 to your exact security requirements.

Speedlane Top

Sliding Glass Barrier

Barcode Reader

Cabinet Top







Speedlane 300
A more basic model with fewer options than the Speed
lane 900, the Speedlane 300 offers an incredibly elegant 
and stylish secured entry. It has oval shaped stainless 
steel cabinets but most distinctive feature are its illumina
ted angel wing barriers that retract fully into the cabinet 

to allow access to authorized users. Besides elevating the 
design of the Speedlane 300, these lights also change 
color from green to red to neutral (off) to indicate to the 
user whether the gate is ready for use. 







Speedlane 2048
The Speedlane 2048 is a barrier free optical turnstile. It 
therefore offers a low level of security but can be used 
success fully to keep track of the number of people in any 
area of a building. Users present their authentication to 
the Speed lane 2048 before walking through. Their pas
sage is not hindered in any way, ensuring an extremely 
high throughput. If unauthorized access is attempted an 
alarm will alert the reception or security desk. Similar to the 
Speed lane 900, the cabinet tops can be metal, Corian®, 
or natural stone and each lane includes an LCD screen 
that instructs users and allows technicians access to the 
programming for troubleshooting or maintenance.

Boon Edam access gates can be used to provide access for wheelchairs or delivery carts  next to a bank of optical turnstiles. For more 
information, please visit our website www.boonedam.us
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Speed Gates
A mobility hotspot is a domain that forms the gateway to a visitor’s destination; 
it is also the domain where the flow of visitors and employees is managed. This 
requires a system that allows some users to pass through directly but directs 
others in another direction, for instance towards a reception desk or another part 
of the building. Boon Edam speed gates allow for this to be achieved with minimal 
inconvenience to the users and without forming an obtrusive barrier in the entry.





Security
Speed gates ensure the security of certain areas in a 
building; they prevent unauthorised users from entering 
sensitive or private areas. Consisting of two cabinets 
with glass door wings preventing unauthorised entry, 
they are activated by an access control system such as 
a card reader, biometric device or external control panel. 
The access control system can be integrated directly 
into the speed gate or in a separate pedestal, reception 
or security desk. Upon authorisation the door wings will 
open and close again directly after the user. All Boon 
Edam speed gates are equipped with an authorisation 
memory, storing up to at least three authorisations to 
improve throughput. 

Boon Edam’s Speedlane 900 and Swinglane 900 speed 
gates are optionally available with a normally open 
 operating mode. In this mode the door wings will remain 

open and only close upon attempted unauthorised 
 access. Sensors in the cabinets of the speed gate ensure 
that unauthorised access is detected and the door 
wings can close before the user enters the secured area. 
Although an optionally open operating mode slightly 
decreases the level of security offered, the higher 
through put can be preferred in office buildings where 
large numbers of employees use the speed gates each 
morning and evening.

Boon Edam’s speed gates are equipped with advanced 
sensor systems that not only ensure that a high level 
of security is maintained but also guarantee the user’s 
safety. The door wings of all Boon Edam speed gates 
will stop their closing motion or reopen immediately 
when a user is detected in their path. 



With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through 
an entry every day, the continued operation is vital. 
Regular service and maintenance can prevent unexpec-
ted hardware break downs. Boon Edam’s service and 
maintenance teams across the world are experien ced 

in the effects the local conditions have on the wear and 
tear of your entry solutions and can offer specialised 
service and maintenance contracts that correspond to 
those conditions perfectly. 

Service



Buildings form a major contributor to the global emission 
of greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that 
we have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that 
contribution as much as possible: our revolving doors 
help save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside 
climate. However our sustainability efforts go further. 
We have optimised our manufacturing process wherever 
possible to limit the environmental impact of our pro-
ducts. Our manufacturing techniques are environmen-
tally friendly wherever possible and our raw materials 
are sourced from responsible suppliers when possible. 

We also have an extensive recycling program, separating 
our waste materials and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a 
mini mal carbon footprint and by extension support the 
buildings they are used in to become more environmen-
tally friendly. As such our entry solutions can also help 
you to achieve LEED certification. We have detailed 
information on the environmental impact of our entry 
solutions available which can be used in the LEED certi-
fication process.

Sustainability





Swinglane 900
The Swinglane 900 consists of two long slim cabinets 
constructed from stainless steel and glass and one or 
two swinging door wings depending on pedestrian or 
disabled access. The swinging motion of the door wings 
is often felt as a friendly motion, welcoming users into 
the secured area. The long detection lane ensures that 
each user is tracked as he walks through it, this ensures 
optimal detection of unauthorised access attempts.



Speedlane 900
The stainless steel cabinets of the Speedlane 900 are 
shaped as ovals, creating a fluid and natural passage 
for users. It is equipped with two retracting door wings 
that open into the cabinets to allow a user to pass 
through. The Speedlane 900 is one of the most versatile 
speed gates available. The top plate of the cabinets can 
be constructed from a wide variety of materials including 
different types of wood. Moreover the Speedlane 900 
is available with optional long or wide passage for im-
proved detection or disabled access. The door wings 
are available in different heights ranging from 900-1800 
mm, allowing you to adapt the Speedlane 900 to your 
exact security requirements.





Speedlane 300
A more basic model with fewer options than the Speed-
lane 900, the Speedlane 300 offers an incredibly elegant 
and stylish secured entry. It has oval shaped stainless 
steel cabinets but most distinctive are its angel wing 
door wings that retract fully into the cabinet to allow 
access to authorised users. The shape of the door wings 

gives this speed gate a distinctive look which is accen-
tuated by the LED lights that are incorporated. Besides 
emphasising the design of the Speedlane 300, these 
lights also indicate to the user whether the gate is 
ready for use. 



Speedlane 2048
The Speedlane 2048 is a barrier free speed gate. It there-
fore offers a low level of security but can be used suc-
cessfully to keep track of the number of people in any 
area of a building. Users present their authen tication to 
the Speedlane 2048 before walking through. Their pas-
sage is not hindered in any way, ensu ring an extremely 
high throughput. If unauthorised  access is attempted a 
reception or security desk can be alerted to stop the user.
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Product Overview

Diameter (mm)

Unit Width (mm)

# Door Wings

Capacity / Minute

Height (mm) (Under Canopy / Barrier)

Security Level

Disabled Access

Emergency Exit*

Fail-Safe / Fail-Secure

Collapsible Door Set / Barrier

Finish

Stainless Steel

Powdercoated Aluminium

Anodised Aluminium

Wood

Stone

Options

Burglary Resistance Package

Night Locking Doors

Price

* Requirements are subject to local regulations 
** Top cover only
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Speed Gates
A mobility hotspot is a domain that forms the gateway to a visitor’s destination; 
it is also the domain where the flow of visitors and employees is managed. This 
requires a system that allows some users to pass through directly but directs 
others in another direction, for instance towards a reception desk or another part 
of the building. Boon Edam speed gates allow for this to be achieved with minimal 
inconvenience to the users and without forming an obtrusive barrier in the entry.





Security
Speed gates ensure the security of certain areas in a 
building; they prevent unauthorised users from entering 
sensitive or private areas. Consisting of two cabinets 
with glass door wings preventing unauthorised entry, 
they are activated by an access control system such as 
a card reader, biometric device or external control panel. 
The access control system can be integrated directly 
into the speed gate or in a separate pedestal, reception 
or security desk. Upon authorisation the door wings will 
open and close again directly after the user. All Boon 
Edam speed gates are equipped with an authorisation 
memory, storing up to at least three authorisations to 
improve throughput. 

Boon Edam’s Speedlane 900 and Swinglane 900 speed 
gates are optionally available with a normally open 
 operating mode. In this mode the door wings will remain 

open and only close upon attempted unauthorised 
 access. Sensors in the cabinets of the speed gate ensure 
that unauthorised access is detected and the door 
wings can close before the user enters the secured area. 
Although an optionally open operating mode slightly 
decreases the level of security offered, the higher 
through put can be preferred in office buildings where 
large numbers of employees use the speed gates each 
morning and evening.

Boon Edam’s speed gates are equipped with advanced 
sensor systems that not only ensure that a high level 
of security is maintained but also guarantee the user’s 
safety. The door wings of all Boon Edam speed gates 
will stop their closing motion or reopen immediately 
when a user is detected in their path. 



With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through 
an entry every day, the continued operation is vital. 
Regular service and maintenance can prevent unexpec-
ted hardware break downs. Boon Edam’s service and 
maintenance teams across the world are experien ced 

in the effects the local conditions have on the wear and 
tear of your entry solutions and can offer specialised 
service and maintenance contracts that correspond to 
those conditions perfectly. 

Service



Buildings form a major contributor to the global emission 
of greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that 
we have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that 
contribution as much as possible: our revolving doors 
help save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside 
climate. However our sustainability efforts go further. 
We have optimised our manufacturing process wherever 
possible to limit the environmental impact of our pro-
ducts. Our manufacturing techniques are environmen-
tally friendly wherever possible and our raw materials 
are sourced from responsible suppliers when possible. 

We also have an extensive recycling program, separating 
our waste materials and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a 
mini mal carbon footprint and by extension support the 
buildings they are used in to become more environmen-
tally friendly. As such our entry solutions can also help 
you to achieve LEED certification. We have detailed 
information on the environmental impact of our entry 
solutions available which can be used in the LEED certi-
fication process.

Sustainability





Swinglane 900
The Swinglane 900 consists of two long slim cabinets 
constructed from stainless steel and glass and one or 
two swinging door wings depending on pedestrian or 
disabled access. The swinging motion of the door wings 
is often felt as a friendly motion, welcoming users into 
the secured area. The long detection lane ensures that 
each user is tracked as he walks through it, this ensures 
optimal detection of unauthorised access attempts.



Speedlane 900
The stainless steel cabinets of the Speedlane 900 are 
shaped as ovals, creating a fluid and natural passage 
for users. It is equipped with two retracting door wings 
that open into the cabinets to allow a user to pass 
through. The Speedlane 900 is one of the most versatile 
speed gates available. The top plate of the cabinets can 
be constructed from a wide variety of materials including 
different types of wood. Moreover the Speedlane 900 
is available with optional long or wide passage for im-
proved detection or disabled access. The door wings 
are available in different heights ranging from 900-1800 
mm, allowing you to adapt the Speedlane 900 to your 
exact security requirements.





Speedlane 300
A more basic model with fewer options than the Speed-
lane 900, the Speedlane 300 offers an incredibly elegant 
and stylish secured entry. It has oval shaped stainless 
steel cabinets but most distinctive are its angel wing 
door wings that retract fully into the cabinet to allow 
access to authorised users. The shape of the door wings 

gives this speed gate a distinctive look which is accen-
tuated by the LED lights that are incorporated. Besides 
emphasising the design of the Speedlane 300, these 
lights also indicate to the user whether the gate is 
ready for use. 



Speedlane 2048
The Speedlane 2048 is a barrier free speed gate. It there-
fore offers a low level of security but can be used suc-
cessfully to keep track of the number of people in any 
area of a building. Users present their authen tication to 
the Speedlane 2048 before walking through. Their pas-
sage is not hindered in any way, ensu ring an extremely 
high throughput. If unauthorised  access is attempted a 
reception or security desk can be alerted to stop the user.
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Product Overview

Diameter (mm)

Unit Width (mm)

# Door Wings

Capacity / Minute

Height (mm) (Under Canopy / Barrier)

Security Level

Disabled Access

Emergency Exit*

Fail-Safe / Fail-Secure

Collapsible Door Set / Barrier

Finish

Stainless Steel

Powdercoated Aluminium

Anodised Aluminium

Wood

Stone

Options

Burglary Resistance Package

Night Locking Doors

Price

* Requirements are subject to local regulations 
** Top cover only
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Speedlane Slide

The Speedlane Slide has been designed to the highest 
standards, ahead of industry trends: 
• Using unique sensors which detect visitors 

approaching
• Sleep function to save energy
• Pulsing light strips to guide the user
• Intuitive and proven symbols to make it user friendly
• Ergonomic design for customer comfort
• Customisation possibilities in fitting with interior 

design
• Premium quality materials 

Options
• Single lane or multiple lane set-up
• Jump over detection sensors
• Barrier free mode
• Fail secure or fail safe
• External control panel
• Standard or Angel-wing glass

The Speedlane Slide, part of the Lifeline series, is a customisable, intuitive speed-
gate featuring a unique pulsing light strip. Combining high design with security 
the Speedlane Slide interacts with those who approach it, managing and guiding 
authorised users through to the secured areas of buildings.
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Dimensions and Specifications
  A     B D E F 

 Type Passage Capacity  # of Door Disabled Type of  Overall Door Wing Unit Unit 

  Width / Minute* Wings Access Traffic Width Height Height Length 

  (mm)     (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Standard  510 25-30 2   1134 980 1035 1440

High  510 25-30 2   1134 1200-1800 1035 1440

Wide  910 25-30 2   1934 980 1035 1440

High & Wide 910 25-30 2   1934 1200-1800 1035 1440

Angel Wing 510 25-30 2   1134 999 1035 1440

Angel Wing Wide 910 25-30 2   1934 997 1035 1440

* Depending on access control system, in one direction

Customisation
The Speedlane Slide is available with a whole array of 
dimensional and glass choices. Whether it’s for a higher 
security level or disabled access, every combination is 
possible. The distinctive black glass top instantly gives 
an air of sleek design, while the finish of the cabinet can 
be customised to the latest design trends, offering the 
opportunity to blend-in or stand-out from its surroun-
dings. Whether making a statement, fitting with corpo-
rate identity colours or creating a harmonious interior 
design, the Speedlane Slide makes a design statement 
in its own right.

Emergency Egress
The Speedlane Slide is equipped with a battery back-up 
to prevent malfunction if a power failure occurs. If the 
power is not restored before the battery is exhausted or 
in case of an emergency the door wings will fully retract 
into the unit to create a free passage way.

BoonTouch
The BoonTouch is a universal control panel which can be 
used to operate the Speedlane Slide remotely, from a 
reception area or security desk. It is able to operate any 
combination of up to six security access solutions. With 
a user friendly interface, the BoonTouch allows for the 
control of individual lanes, multiple lanes and to control 
an alarm situation.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  80W

Stationary:  60W

Sleep Mode: 40W

 

Ambient Temperature:  -15°C to +50°C

Weight:  330 kg
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Speedlane Swing

The Speedlane Swing has been designed to the highest 
standards, ahead of industry trends: 
• Using unique sensors which detect visitors 

approaching
• Sleep function to save energy
• Pulsing light strips to guide the user
• Intuitive and proven symbols to make it user friendly
• Ergonomic design for customer comfort
• Customisation possibilities in fitting with interior 

design
• Premium quality materials 

Options
• Single lane or multiple lane set-up
• Jump over detection sensors
• External control panel

The Speedlane Swing, part of the Lifeline series, is the slimmest speed gate, 
combining customisability with high design and security for accurate tailgating 
and piggybacking protection.
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Dimensions and Specifications
  A     B D E F 

 Type Passage Capacity  # of Door Disabled Type of  Overall Door Wing Unit Unit 

  Width / Minute* Wings Access Traffic Width Height Height Length 

  (mm)     (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Standard  500 25-30 1   712 940 1035 1776

High  500 25-30 1   786 1200-1800 1035 1776

Standard 2-wing 615 25-30 2   827 940 1035 1776

High 2-wing 615 25-30 2   975 1200-1800 1035 1776

Wide   915 25-30 2   1127 940 1035 1776

High & Wide 915 25-30 2   1275 1200-1800 1035 1776

* Depending on access control system, in one direction

Customisation 
The Speedlane Swing is available with the widest selec-
tion of dimensional and glass choices. Whether it’s for 
a higher security level or disabled access, every com-
bination is possible. Due to its slim form, an almost 

invisible gateway is created, instantly giving an air of 
sleek design. Whether making a statement, fitting with 
corporate identity colours or creating a harmonious 
interior design, the Speedlane Swing can be customised 
to the latest design trends, offering the opportunity to 
blend-in or stand-out from its surroundings.

BoonTouch
The BoonTouch is a universal control panel which can 
be used to operate the Speedlane Swing remotely, from 
a reception area or security desk. It is able to operate any 
combination of up to six security access solutions. With 
a user friendly interface, the BoonTouch allows for the 
control of individual lanes, multiple lanes and to control 
an alarm situation.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  80W

Stationary:  60W

Sleep Mode: 40W

 

Ambient Temperature:  -15°C to +50°C

Weight:  200 kg
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Speedlane Open

The Speedlane Open has been designed to the highest 
standards, ahead of industry trends: 
• Using unique sensors which detect visitors 

approaching
• Sleep function to save energy
• Pulsing light strips to guide the user
• Intuitive and proven symbols to make it user friendly
• Ergonomic design for customer comfort
• Customisation possibilities in fitting with interior 

design
• Premium quality materials

Options
• Single lane or multiple lane set-up
• External control panel

The Speedlane Open is a barrier free speed gate with the smallest footprint that 
assists with channelling the flow of people entering and moving around buildings. 
The Speedlane Open acts as a boundary between pub lic and private worlds, guiding 
users to their destination under the watchful eyes of a security guard. It interacts 
with both worlds to ensure the right people are channelled to the right place, 
alerting security guards if there is a breach of access.
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Dimensions and Specifications
 A     B C D E 

 Passage Capacity  # of Door Disabled Type of  Overall Unit Unit Unit 

 Width / Minute* Wings Access Traffic Width Height Length Width 

 (mm)     (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

 500-915 50-60 0   820-1235 1035 760 160

* Depending on access control system, in one direction

Customisation
The Speedlane Open is available in a wide variety of 
colour options. Whether making a statement, fitting 
with corporate identity colours or creating a harmonious 
interior design, the Speedlane Open can be customised 
to the latest design trends, offering the opportunity to 
blend-in or stand-out from its surroundings.

BoonTouch
The BoonTouch is a universal control panel which can 
be used to operate the Speedlane Open remotely, from 
a reception area or security desk. It is able to operate 
any combination of up to six security access solutions. 
With a user friendly interface, the BoonTouch allows 
for the control of individual lanes, multiple lanes and to 
control an alarm situation.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  50W

Stationary:  45W

Sleep Mode: 40W

 

Ambient Temperature:  -15°C to +50°C

Weight:  100 kg
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Speedlane 900

Options
• Single lane or multiple lane set-up 
• Normally open or normally closed working mode 
• Red / green indicator lights in the end posts of the 

unit indicating the traffic direction. Also usable as 
additional authorisation feedback

• Multiple top cover options
• Card reader mounting options
• External control panel

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

The Speedlane 900 is a versatile speed gate that can easily be adapted to fit the 
security needs of your entry. Select from a variety of door wing heights ranging 
from waist high to full height. The glass construction of the door wings and the 
rounded shape of the cabinets ensures that the Speedlane 900 remains unobtrusive 
in your lobby.
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Dimensions and Specifications
  A     B D E F 

 Type Passage Capacity  # of Door Disabled Type of  Overall Door Wing Unit Unit 

  Width / Minute* Wings Access Traffic Width Height Height Length 

  (mm)     (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Standard  510 25-30 2   1290 900 1030 1390

High  510 25-30 2   1290 1200-1800 1030 1390

High & Long 510 25-30 2   1290 1200-1800 1030 1390

Long  510 25-30 2   1290 900 1030 2580

Long & Wide 910 25-30 2   2090 900 1030 2580

Wide  910 25-30 2   2090 900 1030 1390

High & Wide 910 25-30 2   2090 1200-1800 1030 1390

High, Long & Wide 910 25-30 2   2090 1200-1800 1030 2580

* Depending on access control system, in one direction

Emergency Egress
The Speedlane 900 is equipped with a battery back-up 
to prevent malfunction if a power failure occurs. If the 
power is not restored before the battery is exhausted or 
in case of an emergency the door wings will fully retract 
into the unit to create a free passage way.

User Safety
An advanced sensor system prevents the door 
wings from closing when a person or object is 
located in the safety zone. The optional full height 
door wings are equipped with additional safety 
sensors. 

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel to operate 
its security access solutions remotely from a reception 
or security desk. This control panel is able to operate any 
combination of up to 6 security access solutions and is 
compatible with most of the solutions in our product 
range. Its user friendly interface allows for each solution 
to be operated separately or all at the same time. More-
over the BoonTouch will show any alarm situation at the 
lane directly at the reception or security desk.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 200-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  350W

Stationary:  60W

 

Ambient Temperature:  -15°C to +50°C

Weight:  420 kg (standard Speedlane 900)
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Speedlane 300

Options
• Single lane or multiple lane set-up 
• Red / green indicator lights in the top panel of the unit 
• Adaptations for integration of access control system 
• External control panel 

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system. 

Status Indication
The pivoting angel door wings are illuminated by red and 
green LED lights that indicate the status of the lane:
• Green:  during normal standby mode; Speedlane is 

ready to use 
• Neutral: during authorised use 
• Red:   when the door wings are closing or when 

unautho rised use is detected.

Beautiful angel door wings retracting into stainless steel oval cabinets ensure 
that the Speedlane 300 is one of the most stylish speed gates available. This security 
entry solution proves that managing and controlling the movement of people 
through your building can be achieved without compromising between security 
and contemporary design. The illuminated door wings indicate the status of the 
lane, improving the user experience, and give a sleek and modern look.
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 A     B D E F G 

Passage Capacity  # of Door Disabled Type of  Overall Door Wing Unit Unit Unit 

 Width / Minute* Wings Access Traffic Width Height Height Length  Width 

 (mm)     (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

 500 25-30 2   1130 934 1020 1212 315

 900 25-30 2   1391 934 1020 1212 491

* Depending on access control system, in one direction

Dimensions and Specifications

User Safety
An advanced sensor system prevents the angel door 
wings from closing when a person or object is located 
in the safety zone.

Emergency Egress
The Speedlane 300 is equipped with a battery back-up 
to prevent malfunction if a power failure occurs. If the 
power is not restored before the battery is exhausted 
or in case of an emergency the door wings will fully 
retract into the unit to create a free passage way.

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel to operate 
its security access solutions remotely from a reception 
or security desk. This control panel is able to operate any 
combination of up to 6 security access solutions and is 
compatible with most of the solutions in our product 
range. Its user friendly interface allows for each solution 
to be operated separately or all at the same time. More-
over the BoonTouch will show any alarm situation at the 
lane directly at the reception or security desk.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 200-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  35W

Stationary:  20W

 

Ambient Temperature:  -15°C to +50°C

Weight:   200 kg (standard Speedlane 300)
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Speedlane 996

Models
• SL996HB Horizontal sliding glass
• SL996HBT Tall horizontal sliding glass

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be
integrated with virtually any access control system.

The Speedlane 996 optical turnstile offers the ultimate in tailgating detection with 
its high-density array of sensors, ensuring a negligible false alarm rate even in the 
busiest of lobbies. The sleek oval cabinet design is available with a variety of finishes, 
tops and barrier heights including waist high or full height sliding glass.



Dimensions and Specifications
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  A     B D E F G 

 Type Passage Capacity  # of Disabled Type of  Overall Barrier Unit Passage Unit 

  Width / Minute* Barriers Access Traffic Width Height Height Length  Width

996HB  22” 25-30 2   62” 38-1/3” 41” 54” 20”

996HB  36” 25-30 2   76” 38-1/3” 41” 54” 20”

996HB-T  22” 25-30 2   62” 60” or 72” 41” 54” 20”

996HB-T  36” 25-30 2   76” 60” or 72” 41” 54” 20”

*Depending on access control system, in one direction

Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Two way traffic    •

LCD user screen    •

Authorization indicator & audible alarm •

Lane open status lights  •

ADA handicap width   •

Corian® cabinet top (stock color) •

Language customization for LCD screen  •

Security desk control console   •

Metal, Corian®, marble or granite   • 

cabinet tops

Emergency Egress
The Speedlane 996 will mechanically open by means of 
spring force in the event of a power failure or fire alarm 
and will automatically reset once the fire alarm is reset 
or the power is restored.

User Safety
An advanced sensor system prevents the bar riers from 
closing when a person or object is located in the safety 
zone. The optional full height barriers are equipped with 
additional safety sensors. 

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel that can ope-
rate up to six different security access solutions from a 
reception or security desk. Its user friendly, touchscreen 
interface allows for each solution to be operated sepa-
rately or simultaneously and displays individual lane alarms 
with intuitive icons.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  330W

 

Ambient Temperature: -4°F to +131°F

Weight: 595 lbs (270 kg)
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Speedlane 2048

Options
• Single lane or multiple lane set-up 
• External control panel 
• Electrical counter, one or two directions 
• Multiple top cover options 
• Access control system mounting options 

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

The Speedlane 2048 is a barrier free speed gate that is extremely suitable to track 
the flow of users through a building. The lack of a physical barrier ensures smooth 
and efficient flow while the sensor system and integrated access control system 
will track which users are passing through. If unauthorised access is  detected, 
audible and visible alarms will alert the reception or security desk.



F

E
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B

Dimensions and Specifications

Working Principle
Speedlane 2048 features an LCD instruction screen 
flush mounted into the top cover, providing easy to 
understand pictorial user instructions. Upon activation 
from an  access control system such as a card reader, 
optionally integrated into the unit, the LCD screen in-
forms the user to proceed. Audible and visible alarms 
will be activated if a security breach is detected. 

Emergency Egress
As the Speedlane 2048 is barrier free, it can be used in 
an emergency escape route. (Escape route requirements 
are subject to local regulations).

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel to operate 
its security access solutions remotely from a reception 
or security desk. This control panel is able to operate any 
combination of up to 6 security access solutions and is 
compatible with most of the solutions in our product 
range. Its user friendly interface allows for each solution 
to be operated separately or all at the same time. More-
over the BoonTouch will show any alarm situation at the 
lane directly at the reception or security desk.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  80W

 

Ambient Temperature:  -15°C to +50°C

Weight:  100 kg
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 A     B E F G 

 Passage Capacity  # of Door Disabled Type of  Overall Unit Unit Unit 

 Width / Minute* Wings Access Traffic Width Height Length Width 

 (mm)     (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

 558-915 50-60 0   1016-1397 1041  699 240

* Depending on access control system, in one direction



Swinglane 900

Options
• Single lane or multiple lane set-up 
• Pedestal for mounting of external card readers
• External control panel 

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system. 

Slim stainless cabinets, a glass swinging door wing and an advanced sensor system 
are combined in the Swinglane 900 to create a stylish and slim speed gate. The 
long detection lane provides accurate tailgating detection and high capacity 
throughput.
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  A     B D E F G 

 Type Passage Capacity  # of Door Disabled Type of Overall Door Wing Unit Unit Unit 

  Width / Minute* Wings Access Traffic Width Height Height Length Width 

  (mm)     (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Standard  500 25-30 1   890 1000 1085 1900 195

Wide  900 25-30 2   1290 1000 1085 1900 195

High  500 25-30 1   890 1800 1085 1900 195

High & Wide 900 25-30 2   1290 1800 1085 1900 195

* Depending on access control system, in one direction

Dimensions and Specifications
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User Safety
The automatic door wings are equipped with a safety 
system that detects obstructions during their movement. 
If an obstruction is detected when the door wing is 
opening, the door will stop its movement and slowly 
close, preventing the user from being trapped between 
door wing and unit. The speed of the door wings is 
adjustable, within the limits of the safety standards.

Emergency Egress
The Swinglane 900 is a fail-safe security barrier. In case 
of a power failure the lock and motor will disengage 
allowing the user to manually open the door wing. If a 
fire alarm system is connected to the Swinglane, the 
barrier will open outward automatically in an alarm 
situation.

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel to operate 
its security access solutions remotely from a reception 
or security desk. This control panel is able to operate any 
combination of up to 6 security access solutions and is 
compatible with most of the solutions in our product 
range. Its user friendly interface allows for each solution 
to be operated separately or all at the same time. More-
over the BoonTouch will show any alarm situation at the 
lane directly at the reception or security desk.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 220-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  175W

Stationary:  70W

 

Ambient Temperature:  -10°C to +55°C 



High Security Doors 
and Portals
A mobility hotspot is the domain that forms the gateway to a visitor’s destination, it is also 
the domain where different flows of users are separated; employees are separated from 
visitors, general personnel from staff in the most sensitive areas of the building. High security 
doors and portals can determine the identity of a user and determine whether they are alone 
in order to ensure that the most sensitive areas of your building remain closed to non- 
authorised persons.



Security
Depending on the security and capacity needs of your 
building, there are many different options available to 
manage the flow in a mobility hotspot. In lower security 
areas speed gates or tripod turnstiles can offer a quick 
and simple solution. These offer high capacity through-
put and a high level of security. However their security 
can still be compromised as they do not close off an area 
completely from floor to ceiling. When absolute security 
is required, high security doors and portals are the best 
solution. These products close off an entry completely 
and only allow access to one person at a time. Depen-
ding on the access control system included within the 
door, they can not only control that only one person 
enters, but also determine their identity.

Boon Edam’s security access solutions can be integrated 
with virtually any access control system in the market. 
Depending on the type of system installed, our high 
security doors and portals can detect tailgating, piggy-
backing and confirm identity. 

Four levels of security can be identified:
• Tailgating detection can be achieved through a sensor 

system or one zone contact mat
• Piggybacking detection requires a two zone contact 

mat system or, for more accurate detection, Stereo-
Vision

• Identification can only be accurately determined 
through a biometric system

Although the goal of most high security access solutions 
is to protect intellectual property or other confidential 
materials, the safety and security of the people passing 
through them is equally as important. Both the Tourlock 
and Circlelock are equipped with safety buffers to pre-
vent users from being trapped or hit by the door wings. 
In case of an emergency the security systems will unlock 
and free egress is possible. If the security level must 
be maintained in an emergency we recommend instal-
ling an optional battery back-up to continue operation in 
case of power failure. We can also set the door to fail-
secure mode ensuring that the doors remain locked.



Tailgating occurs when unauthorised users attempt to 
gain access to a secured area by entering a security 
revolving door in the segment directly after an author-

ised user is granted access. Boon Edam’s Tourlock high 
security revolving door detects and prevents tailgating 
regardless of which access control system is integrated.

Piggybacking is the attempt to gain access to a secured 
area by entering at the same time as an authorised 
user. In order to accurately detect piggybacking more 
advanced security systems such as weight systems or 
StereoVision are necessary. 

In the most sensitive areas of a building you may want to 
be guaranteed that no one without the right credentials 
can enter. In these cases you will need a security door 
to determine the identity of the user. Our Circle lock 
high security portal can be integrated with a biometric 

system that uses characteristics that are unique to an 
 individual and cannot be lost, forgotten or handed out. 
Through for example fingerprint analysis, facial recog-
nition or iris scan the system ensures that only those 
with proper credentials are allowed to pass through.

Tailgating

Piggybacking

User Identification





The correct settings for a high security door or portal 
such as the Tourlock or Circlelock depend on variables 
that are different for each company; the level of security 
required, the throughput required or the experience 
that the average user in the company has with security 
solutions, can all have an impact on what security sys-
tem should be chosen and how its settings are main-
tained. With our experience, we can help you determine 
the best solution for your building. We can also help to 
refine the settings based on actual use. Boon Edam’s 
StereoVision system for example allows us to monitor 
the use of the door and the system over prolonged 
periods of time to inventory which issues occur. The 

data cannot be linked to any particular person, meeting 
all privacy regulations, but it does allow us to determine 
what type of use causes false rejections or other prob-
lems. In response we can cooperate with you to refine 
settings or train users as necessary.

Boon Edam ensures a quick installation to minimise 
inconvenience. After installation we can ensure the 
continued successful operation of your security door or 
portal through regular service & maintenance. Our local 
service teams know the local conditions affecting the 
wear and tear of your building’s entries and can offer 
you personalised service and maintenance plans. 

Service





Buildings form a major contributor to the global emission 
of greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that 
we have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that 
contribution as much as possible: our revolving doors 
help to save energy and maintain a comfortable inside 
climate. However our sustainability efforts go further. 
We have optimised our manufacturing process wherever 
possible to limit the environmental impact of our pro-
ducts. Our manufacturing techniques are environmen-
tally friendly where possible and our raw materials are 
sourced from responsible suppliers. We also have an 

extensive recycling program, separating our waste ma-
terials and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a 
mini mal carbon footprint and by extension support the 
buildings they are used in to become more environmen-
tally friendly. As such our entry solutions can also help 
you to achieve LEED certification. We have detailed 
information on the environmental impact of our entry 
solutions available which can be used in the LEED certi-
fication process.

Sustainability





Tourlock 180 + 90

Circlelock

With 4 door wings, the Tourlock 180+90 is an automatic 
security revolving door that offers simultaneous bi-direc-
tional traffic. The door will start its rotation upon author-
isation from a card reader or other authorisation system. 
During its 180° rotation, the inbuilt security system will 

check for tailgating and piggybacking. As the Tourlock 
closes off an entry from floor to ceiling and offers simul-
taneous bi-directional traffic, it offers the optimum 
balance between high security and throughput, allowing 
up to 2x20 users to pass through the door per minute.

The Circlelock is a security portal consisting of a round 
drum with two sliding doors. After the user enters the 
door, the first door wing will close and the inbuilt secu-
rity system determines whether they are allowed to pass 
through. If authorisation is given, the second door wing 
will open, completing the passage. This process allows 
for successive bi-directional traffic. Although through-
put is lower than that of a speedgate or even a security 
revolving door, the Circlelock offers the highest level of 
security available. 

Boon Edam’s Circlelock is available in many different 
finishes; including powder coated or anodised alumi-
nium and cladded in a variety of different materials. Burg-
 lary or bullet resistant options are also available. 





Tourlock 120
Like the Tourlock 180+90 the Tourlock 120 is a security 
revolving door. This version only has three door wings, 
which allows for more spacious segments. Available 
with automatic or manual operation, it offers succes-

sive bi-directional traffic. Although offering a slightly 
lower throughput, the Tourlock 120 can be the best 
solution when a more comfortable passage experience 
is required.



Tourniket Crystal

Tourniket

NRG+

Tourniket
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Product Overview

Diameter (mm)

Unit Width (mm)

# Door Wings

Capacity / Minute

Height (mm) (Under Canopy / Barrier)

Security Level

Disabled Access

Emergency Exit*

Fail-Safe / Fail-Secure

Collapsible Door Set / Barrier

Finish

Stainless Steel

Powdercoated Aluminium

Anodised Aluminium

Wood

Stone

Options

Burglary Resistance Package

Night Locking Doors

Price

* Requirements are subject to local regulations 
** Top cover only



Tourlock 120 Tourlock 180 + 90Circlelock
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Boon Edam operates a policy of continuous refinement and improvement and therefore reserves the right to modify design and details at any time.



Don't use water near the drive units or control boxes

Switch OFF the power supply of the Circlelock during 
maintenance or other work.

Caution!

Vacuum clean the bottom door guide rail. Clean the anodised, 
powder coated and/or stainless steel surfaces with a wet cloth. 

Clean the anodised, powder coated and/or stainless steel 
surfaces with a wet cloth and a non aggressive soap. 

The Circlelock needs a major maintenance check once a 
year. This has to be done by Boon Edam B.V. or your agent.
This applies as well for repairs.

Maintenance

I n s t r u c t i o n  c a r d
C i r c l e l o c k

Dealer

Boon Edam B.V P.O. Box 40, 1135 ZG Edam Holland

For further information: consult the operating manual.

Explanation of the symbols

Circlelock 

Version : 2014/01/16
Issue : CL-INS-UK

Safe ty -  and  use r  i ns t ruc t ions

Cont ro l  pane l*

Secur i ty  sys tems

Fa i l - sa fe  /  Fa i l - secure*

Ma in tenance

Secur i ty  sys tems

2 Weight system

Check the emergency- and safety devices and the 
general operation of the Circlelock daily!

Fa i l - sa fe  /  Fa i l - secure*

1x

2 Fail-secure*

3 Two-zone contact mat

Door wing movement

Manual door wing

Passage possible within
8 seconds

Battery back up+

Acoustic signal

Verification by security system

Verification successful

No power supply

Locked

Door wing movement
will be stopped

Door wing fail-secure

Secured side

Non secured side

Door wing will not open

Door wing will not close

Free passage

8 sec.

Authorisation after using
card reader

Max. permitted weight of
110kg. (weight system)

Max. 3 authorisations in
memory after using
card reader

Verification not successful

Camera

Warning!

Weekly:

Check daily the operation of the Circlelock. Daily:

Monthly:

Yearly:

1 StereoVision

with sensors.
4 One-zone contact mat

1 Fail-safe*

+

+
1x

movement

(and StereoVision*).

3 Fail-secure / fail-safe combinations*

+
Option

Biometric authentication
successful

Biometric authentication
not successful

Biometric authentication

Authentication possible within
fixed time (Default 5 seconds)5 sec.

1x

Last action doorwing

+ Battery back up empty



1

2

Safe ty -  and  use r  i ns t ruc t ions

Circlelock

Version : 2014/01/16
Issue : CL-INS-UK

C. The signallamps on the Circlelock

1 Green illuminates (after card reader use)

Cont ro l  pane l*

1

2

2 Safety rail on sliding door

8 sec.

3 Red flashes

4 Red illuminates continuously

2. One authorised user (from secured side), one unauthorized user 
(from non secured side) 

B. The working principals of the Circlelock
1 One authorised user

3 Two authorised users (from secured and non secured side) 4 Locking

3 Open

1 One person in

5 Alarm/ Buzzeralarm 

A. The Circlelock safety devices

1 Emergency pushbutton

2 One person out

2 Green illuminates continuously

Last active
door opens

+

5 Led not illuminated

4 Authorised user (StereoVision with biometric authentication)

5 Unauthorised user (StereoVision with biometric authentication)

6 Biometric time out (StereoVision with biometric authentication)

5 sec.

5 sec.



Circlelock

Security Options
• Biometrics; determine the identity of the user in the 

door
• StereoVision; advanced time of flight technology that 

accurately detects both tailgating and piggybacking
• Weight System; detects tailgating and piggybacking
• Contact Mats; detects piggybacking
• Sensor System; basic piggybacking detection

Options
• Card reader mounting options
• External control panel for integration in the reception 

desk
• Push-button free out
• Cleaning mode function, operated with a key switch 

panel on the secured side of the door
• Feedback signals to the authorisation system

This high security door accurately ensures that only authorised visitors are allowed 
access to a building’s most sensitive areas. Available in two sizes and with a variety 
of security systems, the exact level of security offered by the Circlelock can be 
matched specifically to your needs.



E
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Dimensions and Specifications

Emergency Egress
The Circlelock is always equipped with an emergency 
button mounted inside the door. The emergency button 
is indicated with a red LED light and will open the door 
set by which the user entered.

The Circlelock is equipped with a battery back-up enabling 
the door to carry out one last action in the event of a 
power failure either opening or locking the doors. As 
standard, the Circlelock is supplied with fail-safe opera-
tion. During an emergency the lock on the sliding doors 
will be disengaged, allowing manual opening. Alterna-

tively, one of the door sets can be programmed fail-
secure to lock in the event of a power failure, allowing 
anyone inside the Circlelock to escape without com-
promising security. (Escape route requirements are 
subject to local regulations).

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 220-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  65W

Stationary:  45W

 

Ambient Temperature: -20°C to +50°C

Fuse:   External Power supply fused  

with 16A slow
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• Connection to an external fire alarm system
• Alternative junctions to the facade or wall
• Vandalism (P4A), burglary (P6B) or bullet resistant 

(BR2NS / BR4NS) glass or solid panels in the door 
set and/or curved walls

• A steel floor construction allowing the Circlelock to 
be mounted on a computer floor

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.
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 A       B  C D E 

 Diameter Capacity # of Door Disabled Type of Emergency Instal- Throat Height Canopy 

 (mm) / Minute Wings Access Traffic Exit* lation Opening Under Height 

       Width (mm) Canopy (mm) 

       (mm)  (mm)

 1000 1x 5 2    1077 584 2100-2600 200-600

 1500 1x 4 2    1577 937 2100-2600 200-600

* Escape route requirements are subject to local regulations



TAP Cylindrical 
Portals

Options
• Stainless steel construction
• Surface mount track system
• Bullet-resistant glass

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

This single entry portal utilizes quality design and state-of-the-art technology to 
ensure the highest level of security by preventing piggybacking. Available with metal 
detection, bullet resistant glass and either uni-directional or bi-directional electric 
controls to provide an uncompromising security solution.



 Type      A  B  C 

  Capacity Disabled Type of Emergency Interior Interior Exterior Exterior Cabin 

  Minute* Access Traffic Exit Width Height Width Height Entrance 

          Width

TAP 100  4-6     32.28” 79.92” 39.17” 91.54”** 23.62”

TAP 100EE  4-6     32.28” 79.92” 70.67” 91.54”** 23.62”

TAP 150  4-6     38.19” 79.92” 45.28” 91.54”** 27.56”

TAP 200  4-8     47.25” 79.92” 54.53” 91.54”** 33.86”

* Depending on access control system and glass selection, in one direction 
** Recessed floor installations have an exterior height of 92.91”.

Dimensions and Specifications

Boon Edam Inc.  |  402 McKinney Parkway  |  Lillington, North Carolina 27546  |  United States of America Version 2014-01
T +1 910 814 3800  |  sales@boonedam.us  |  www.boonedam.us TAPCYL-PDS-BEI

Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Anti-piggybacking & anti-tailgating •

Remote control panel   •

Battery backup (2 hours)  •

Interior call button / intercom  •

Emergency release   •

Locked top cover    •

Two-zone presence mat  •

Surface mount track system   •

Stainless steel construction (clad)  •

Stainless steel top cover   •

Access control housing   •

Bullet-resistant glass    •

Emergency Egress
The TAP portals are equipped with electronic and mecha-
nical emergency release mechanisms. An emergency 
release lever, located outside the unit, opens the bi-parting 
curved sliding doors. The TAP portals are equipped with 
a battery back-up to maintain continuous use for up to 2 
hours. (Escape route requirements are subject to local 
regulations).

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110 VAC, 60 Hz 

  24 VDC with 2 backup batteries

Battery Operation: 2 hours continous duty

Motors: Two 24 VDC
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TAP Cylindrical 
Portals

Options
• Stainless steel construction
• Surface mount track system
• Bullet-resistant glass

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

This single entry portal utilizes quality design and state-of-the-art technology to 
ensure the highest level of security by preventing piggybacking. Available with metal 
detection, bullet resistant glass and either uni-directional or bi-directional electric 
controls to provide an uncompromising security solution.



 Type      A  B  C 

  Capacity Disabled Type of Emergency Interior Interior Exterior Exterior Cabin 

  Minute* Access Traffic Exit Width Height Width Height Entrance 

          Width

TAP 100  4-6     32.28” 79.92” 39.17” 91.54”** 23.62”

TAP 100EE  4-6     32.28” 79.92” 70.67” 91.54”** 23.62”

TAP 150  4-6     38.19” 79.92” 45.28” 91.54”** 27.56”

TAP 200  4-8     47.25” 79.92” 54.53” 91.54”** 33.86”

* Depending on access control system and glass selection, in one direction 
** Recessed floor installations have an exterior height of 92.91”.

Dimensions and Specifications
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Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Anti-piggybacking & anti-tailgating •

Remote control panel   •

Battery backup (2 hours)  •

Interior call button / intercom  •

Emergency release   •

Locked top cover    •

Two-zone presence mat  •

Surface mount track system   •

Stainless steel construction (clad)  •

Stainless steel top cover   •

Access control housing   •

Bullet-resistant glass    •

Emergency Egress
The TAP portals are equipped with electronic and mecha-
nical emergency release mechanisms. An emergency 
release lever, located outside the unit, opens the bi-parting 
curved sliding doors. The TAP portals are equipped with 
a battery back-up to maintain continuous use for up to 2 
hours. (Escape route requirements are subject to local 
regulations).

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110 VAC, 60 Hz 

  24 VDC with 2 backup batteries

Battery Operation: 2 hours continous duty

Motors: Two 24 VDC
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TAP Cylindrical 
Portals

Options
• Stainless steel construction
• Surface mount track system
• Bullet-resistant glass

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

This single entry portal utilizes quality design and state-of-the-art technology to 
ensure the highest level of security by preventing piggybacking. Available with metal 
detection, bullet resistant glass and either uni-directional or bi-directional electric 
controls to provide an uncompromising security solution.



 Type      A  B  C 

  Capacity Disabled Type of Emergency Interior Interior Exterior Exterior Cabin 

  Minute* Access Traffic Exit Width Height Width Height Entrance 

          Width

TAP 100  4-6     32.28” 79.92” 39.17” 91.54”** 23.62”

TAP 100EE  4-6     32.28” 79.92” 70.67” 91.54”** 23.62”

TAP 150  4-6     38.19” 79.92” 45.28” 91.54”** 27.56”

TAP 200  4-8     47.25” 79.92” 54.53” 91.54”** 33.86”

* Depending on access control system and glass selection, in one direction 
** Recessed floor installations have an exterior height of 92.91”.

Dimensions and Specifications
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Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Anti-piggybacking & anti-tailgating •

Remote control panel   •

Battery backup (2 hours)  •

Interior call button / intercom  •

Emergency release   •

Locked top cover    •

Two-zone presence mat  •

Surface mount track system   •

Stainless steel construction (clad)  •

Stainless steel top cover   •

Access control housing   •

Bullet-resistant glass    •

Emergency Egress
The TAP portals are equipped with electronic and mecha-
nical emergency release mechanisms. An emergency 
release lever, located outside the unit, opens the bi-parting 
curved sliding doors. The TAP portals are equipped with 
a battery back-up to maintain continuous use for up to 2 
hours. (Escape route requirements are subject to local 
regulations).

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110 VAC, 60 Hz 

  24 VDC with 2 backup batteries

Battery Operation: 2 hours continous duty

Motors: Two 24 VDC
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A mobility hotspot is the domain that forms the gateway to a visitor’s destination, 
it is also the domain where different flows of users are separated; employees are 
separated from visitors, general administrative personnel from special staff with 
access to the most sensitive areas of the building. High security doors and portals 
integrated with access control systems can confirm the identity of a user and prevent 
tailgating or piggybacking by unauthorized persons. 

High Security 
Doors and Portals



Security
Depending on the security and capacity needs of your 
building, there are many different options available to 
manage the flow in a mobility hotspot. In lower security 
areas speed gates or tripod turnstiles can offer a quick 
and simple solution. These offer high capacity throughput 
and a high level of security. However their security can 
still be compromised as they do not close off an area 
completely from floor to ceiling. When absolute security 
is required, high security doors and portals are the best 
solution and only allow access to one person at a time. 

Boon Edam’s security access solutions can be integrated 
with virtually any access control system in the market. 
Depending on the type of system installed, our high 
 security doors and portals can prevent tailgating, piggy-
backing and confirm identity. 

Four levels of security are possible for safeguarding 
 secure areas:
• Initial authorization via access control system
• Tailgating detection via an overhead sensor system 
• Piggybacking detection via StereoVision time-of-flight 

sensor technology
• Identification confirmation via a biometric access control 

system

Although the goal of most high security access solutions 
is to protect intellectual property or other confidential 
materials, the safety and security of the people passing 
through them is equally important. Both the Tourlock and 
Circlelock are equipped with safety sensors to prevent 
users from being trapped or hit by the door wings. In 
case of an emergency the security systems and door 
mechanism will unlock to allow free egress. If the security 
level must be maintained in an emergency we recom-
mend installing an optional battery back-up to continue 
operation in case of power failure. We can also set the 
door to fail-secure mode ensuring that the doors remain 
locked.



Tailgating occurs when unauthorized users attempt to 
gain access to a secured area by entering a security revol
ving door in the compartment directly after an authorized 

user. Boon Edam’s Tourlock high security revolving door 
detects and prevents tailgating regardless of the access 
control system.

Piggybacking is the attempt to gain access to a secured 
area by entering at the same time as an authorized user. 
In order to accurately detect piggybacking more advanced 

sensor systems that can interpret shapes such as Stereo
Vision are necessary. 

In the most sensitive areas of a building you may want to 
be guaranteed that no one without the right credentials 
can enter. In these cases you may need a security door 
to determine the identity of the user. Our Circlelock high 
security portal can be integrated with any biometric sys

tem that uses characteristics that are unique to an indivi
dual and cannot be lost, forgotten or handed out. Through 
for example fingerprint analysis, facial recognition or iris 
scan the system ensures that only those with proper 
credentials are allowed to pass through. 

Piggybacking

User Identification

Tailgating





The correct settings for a high security door or portal 
such as the Tourlock or Circlelock depend on variables 
that are different for each company; the level of security 
required, the throughput required or the experience that 
the average user in the company has with security solu-
tions, can all have an impact on what security system 
should be chosen and how its settings are maintained. 
With our experience, Boon Edam can help you determine 
the best solution for your building and refine the settings 
based on actual use. Boon Edam’s StereoVision system 
for example allows us to monitor and inventory issues, 
such as false rejections, over a prolonged period of time. 
The data is not linked to any particular person, meeting 
all privacy regulations, and enables faster troubleshooting 
and refinement of settings as necessary. 

With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through 
an entry every day, proper installation and continued ope-
ration is vital. Professional installation and regular service 
and maintenance can help minimize unexpected down-
times. Boon Edam’s service and maintenance teams are 
familiar with the effects of throughput and local weather 
conditions on your entry and can offer service and main-
tenance contracts that correspond to your requirements 
perfectly. With a program of regular training and certifica-
tion for all our installation and maintenance staff, their 
knowledge and experience is assured.

Service





Buildings are a major contributor to the global emission of 
greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that we 
have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that con-
tribution as much as possible: our revolving doors help 
save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside climate. 
However our sustainability efforts go further. We have 
optimized our manufacturing process wherever possible 
to limit the environmental impact of our products. Our 
manufacturing techniques are environmentally friendly 
wherever possible and our raw materials are sourced 
from responsible suppliers when available. We also have 

an extensive recycling program, separating our waste 
materials and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a minimal 
carbon footprint and by extension support the buildings 
they are used in to become more environmentally friendly. 
Our entry solutions can also help your building achieve 
LEED certification. We have detailed information on the 
environmental impact of our entry solutions available 
which can be used in the LEED certification process.

Sustainability





Tourlock 180 + 90

Circlelock

With 4 door wings, the Tourlock 180+90 is an automatic 
security revolving door that offers simultaneous bi-direc-
tional traffic. The door will start its rotation upon authori-
zation from a card reader or other authorization system. 
During its 180° rotation, the inbuilt security system will 
check for tailgating and optionally, piggybacking with a 

StereoVision system. As the Tourlock closes off an entry 
from floor to ceiling and offers simultaneous bi-directional 
traffic, it offers the optimum balance between high secu-
rity and throughput, allowing up to 2x24 users to pass 
through the door per minute.

The Circlelock is a security portal consisting of a round 
drum with two interlocking, sliding doors. After the user 
enters the door, the first sliding door will close and the 
overhead security system determines if the user is alone. 
At this point, a secondary biometric system can be used 
to confirm identity. If authorization is given, the second 
sliding door will open, completing the passage into the 
secure area. This process allows for successive bi-direc-
tional traffic. Although throughput is lower than that of a 
speed gate or even a security revolving door, the Circle-
lock offers the highest level of security available. 

Boon Edam’s Circlelock is available in many different fini-
shes; including powder coated or anodized aluminum and 
cladded in a variety of different metals. Burglary or bullet- 
resistant glass is optionally available. 

Card ReadersCeiling Sensors





Tourlock 120A
The Tourlock 120A is a security revolving door with three 
door wings, which provides more spacious segments. 
Its automatic operation supports successive bi-directional 
traffic. Although offering a slightly lower throughput than 

the Tourlock 180+90, the Tourlock 120A is a high security 
solution that is well suited for situa tions when traffic is 
mostly in one direction within specific blocks of time. 
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Product Overview

Diameter (inch)

Unit Width (inch)

# Door Wings

Capacity

Height (inch)

(Under Canopy / Barrier)

Security Level

Disabled Access

Emergency Exit

Fail Safe / Fail Secure

Collapsible 

Door Set / Barrier

Finish

Stainless Steel

Powdercoated Aluminum

Anodized Aluminum

Wood

Stone

Options

Night Locking Doors

Price

* Top cover only

 6’6”-12’0” 6’6”-7’6” 6’6”-8’0” 12’0”-20’0” 12’0”-18’0” 10’0”-12’9” 5’6”-9’9” 5’6”-9’9” 3’3-3/8” /       63”     5’0” 5’0” 5’0”  5’0” 

         4’11-1/16”

          7-11/16” 15-11/32”-23-1/4” 12-3/8”-19-1/4” 9-1/2” 7-9/32” 10”  230 36” 27” 18-3/16”    

 3 / 4 3 / 4 3 / 4 3 / 4 2 2x 2 3 4 2 1 2 2 0 2 1 3 tripod tripod tripod tripod 3/4 3 3/4 3/4

 2x 25 2x 25 2x 20 2x 35 2x 40 2x 60 1x 15 1x 15 5 25-30 25-30 25-30 50-60 10-15 6-8 15-20 20-25 20-25 20-25 20-25 15-20 15-20 15-20 15-20 

  2x 35 2x 30 2x 30 2x 80 2x 65  2x 75 2x 75 2x 20

 7’0” 7’2-5/8” 83”-102” 7’0” 7’0” 7’2-5/8” 7’0” 7’0” 7’6-9/16” 39-3/8” 35”-71” 36-1/4” na 39-1/2” 39-3/8” 39-1/2” 870-896 33” 33” 32-7/16” 81” 81” 81” 81” 
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A mobility hotspot is the domain that forms the gateway to a visitor’s destination, 
it is also the domain where different flows of users are separated; employees are 
separated from visitors, general administrative personnel from special staff with 
access to the most sensitive areas of the building. High security doors and portals 
integrated with access control systems can confirm the identity of a user and prevent 
tailgating or piggybacking by unauthorized persons. 

High Security 
Doors and Portals



Security
Depending on the security and capacity needs of your 
building, there are many different options available to 
manage the flow in a mobility hotspot. In lower security 
areas speed gates or tripod turnstiles can offer a quick 
and simple solution. These offer high capacity throughput 
and a high level of security. However their security can 
still be compromised as they do not close off an area 
completely from floor to ceiling. When absolute security 
is required, high security doors and portals are the best 
solution and only allow access to one person at a time. 

Boon Edam’s security access solutions can be integrated 
with virtually any access control system in the market. 
Depending on the type of system installed, our high 
 security doors and portals can prevent tailgating, piggy-
backing and confirm identity. 

Four levels of security are possible for safeguarding 
 secure areas:
• Initial authorization via access control system
• Tailgating detection via an overhead sensor system 
• Piggybacking detection via StereoVision time-of-flight 

sensor technology
• Identification confirmation via a biometric access control 

system

Although the goal of most high security access solutions 
is to protect intellectual property or other confidential 
materials, the safety and security of the people passing 
through them is equally important. Both the Tourlock and 
Circlelock are equipped with safety sensors to prevent 
users from being trapped or hit by the door wings. In 
case of an emergency the security systems and door 
mechanism will unlock to allow free egress. If the security 
level must be maintained in an emergency we recom-
mend installing an optional battery back-up to continue 
operation in case of power failure. We can also set the 
door to fail-secure mode ensuring that the doors remain 
locked.



Tailgating occurs when unauthorized users attempt to 
gain access to a secured area by entering a security revol
ving door in the compartment directly after an authorized 

user. Boon Edam’s Tourlock high security revolving door 
detects and prevents tailgating regardless of the access 
control system.

Piggybacking is the attempt to gain access to a secured 
area by entering at the same time as an authorized user. 
In order to accurately detect piggybacking more advanced 

sensor systems that can interpret shapes such as Stereo
Vision are necessary. 

In the most sensitive areas of a building you may want to 
be guaranteed that no one without the right credentials 
can enter. In these cases you may need a security door 
to determine the identity of the user. Our Circlelock high 
security portal can be integrated with any biometric sys

tem that uses characteristics that are unique to an indivi
dual and cannot be lost, forgotten or handed out. Through 
for example fingerprint analysis, facial recognition or iris 
scan the system ensures that only those with proper 
credentials are allowed to pass through. 

Piggybacking

User Identification

Tailgating





The correct settings for a high security door or portal 
such as the Tourlock or Circlelock depend on variables 
that are different for each company; the level of security 
required, the throughput required or the experience that 
the average user in the company has with security solu-
tions, can all have an impact on what security system 
should be chosen and how its settings are maintained. 
With our experience, Boon Edam can help you determine 
the best solution for your building and refine the settings 
based on actual use. Boon Edam’s StereoVision system 
for example allows us to monitor and inventory issues, 
such as false rejections, over a prolonged period of time. 
The data is not linked to any particular person, meeting 
all privacy regulations, and enables faster troubleshooting 
and refinement of settings as necessary. 

With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through 
an entry every day, proper installation and continued ope-
ration is vital. Professional installation and regular service 
and maintenance can help minimize unexpected down-
times. Boon Edam’s service and maintenance teams are 
familiar with the effects of throughput and local weather 
conditions on your entry and can offer service and main-
tenance contracts that correspond to your requirements 
perfectly. With a program of regular training and certifica-
tion for all our installation and maintenance staff, their 
knowledge and experience is assured.

Service





Buildings are a major contributor to the global emission of 
greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that we 
have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that con-
tribution as much as possible: our revolving doors help 
save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside climate. 
However our sustainability efforts go further. We have 
optimized our manufacturing process wherever possible 
to limit the environmental impact of our products. Our 
manufacturing techniques are environmentally friendly 
wherever possible and our raw materials are sourced 
from responsible suppliers when available. We also have 

an extensive recycling program, separating our waste 
materials and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a minimal 
carbon footprint and by extension support the buildings 
they are used in to become more environmentally friendly. 
Our entry solutions can also help your building achieve 
LEED certification. We have detailed information on the 
environmental impact of our entry solutions available 
which can be used in the LEED certification process.

Sustainability





Tourlock 180 + 90

Circlelock

With 4 door wings, the Tourlock 180+90 is an automatic 
security revolving door that offers simultaneous bi-direc-
tional traffic. The door will start its rotation upon authori-
zation from a card reader or other authorization system. 
During its 180° rotation, the inbuilt security system will 
check for tailgating and optionally, piggybacking with a 

StereoVision system. As the Tourlock closes off an entry 
from floor to ceiling and offers simultaneous bi-directional 
traffic, it offers the optimum balance between high secu-
rity and throughput, allowing up to 2x24 users to pass 
through the door per minute.

The Circlelock is a security portal consisting of a round 
drum with two interlocking, sliding doors. After the user 
enters the door, the first sliding door will close and the 
overhead security system determines if the user is alone. 
At this point, a secondary biometric system can be used 
to confirm identity. If authorization is given, the second 
sliding door will open, completing the passage into the 
secure area. This process allows for successive bi-direc-
tional traffic. Although throughput is lower than that of a 
speed gate or even a security revolving door, the Circle-
lock offers the highest level of security available. 

Boon Edam’s Circlelock is available in many different fini-
shes; including powder coated or anodized aluminum and 
cladded in a variety of different metals. Burglary or bullet- 
resistant glass is optionally available. 

Card ReadersCeiling Sensors





Tourlock 120A
The Tourlock 120A is a security revolving door with three 
door wings, which provides more spacious segments. 
Its automatic operation supports successive bi-directional 
traffic. Although offering a slightly lower throughput than 

the Tourlock 180+90, the Tourlock 120A is a high security 
solution that is well suited for situa tions when traffic is 
mostly in one direction within specific blocks of time. 
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Product Overview

Diameter (inch)

Unit Width (inch)

# Door Wings

Capacity

Height (inch)

(Under Canopy / Barrier)

Security Level

Disabled Access

Emergency Exit

Fail Safe / Fail Secure

Collapsible 

Door Set / Barrier

Finish

Stainless Steel

Powdercoated Aluminum

Anodized Aluminum

Wood

Stone

Options

Night Locking Doors

Price

* Top cover only
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Tripod Turnstiles
A mobility hotspot is a domain that forms the gateway to a visitor’s destination;   
it is also the domain where the flow of visitors and employees is managed. Tripod 
turnstiles offer a reliable and efficient method to ensure only authorized users are 
 allowed access to secure areas of a building.



Security
Tripod turnstiles are a quick and reliable method to provide 
traffic control or ensure the security of certain areas of a 
building where manned supervision is in place. They are 
activated by an access control system such as a card 
reader, biometric device or external control panel. The 
access control system can be integrated directly into the 
turnstile or in a separate pedestal, reception or security 
desk. Once the user has been authorized to pass, the 
tripod mechanism will unlock allowing the user to push 
through.



Service
With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through an 
entry every day, proper installation and continued opera-
tion is vital. Professional installation and regular service 
and maintenance can help minimize unexpected down-
times. Boon Edam’s service and maintenance teams are 
familiar with the effects of throughput and local weather 

conditions on your entry and can offer personalised ser-
vice and maintenance contracts that correspond to your 
requirements perfectly. With a program of regular training 
and certification for all our installation and maintenance 
staff, their knowledge and experience is assured.



Buildings are a major contributor to the global emission of 
greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that we 
have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that con-
tribution as much as possible: our revolving doors help 
save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside climate. 
However our sustainability efforts go further. We have 
optimized our manufacturing process wherever possible 
to limit the environmental impact of our products. Our 
manufacturing techniques are environmentally friendly 
wherever possible and our raw materials are sourced from 
responsible suppliers when available. We also have an ex-

tensive recycling program, separating our waste materials 
and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a minimal 
carbon footprint and by extension support the buildings 
they are used in to become more environmentally friendly. 
Our entry solutions can also help your building achieve 
LEED certification. We have detailed information on the 
environmental impact of our entry solutions available 
which can be used in the LEED certification process.

Sustainability





Transpalock 900
The Transpalock 900 consists of three glass panels around 
a stainless steel column. Turning within a glass drum, the 
Transpalock 900 only allows authorized users to pass 
through. The glass and stainless steel combined with its 
modern design ensure that the Transpalock 900 is an 
elegant tripod turnstile that looks well in virtually any 
entry area. It is the only Boon Edam tripod turnstile with 
an optional automatic operation, slowly turning by itself 
to allow access to one person at a time. 



Trilock 900

Trilock 75
The Trilock 75 series is the top of the line security barrier 
ideally suited to high volume yet upscale applications such 
as museums, libraries or office buildings. This luxurious 
Trilock 75 is available with straight or rounded ends to the 
cabinet. The electronically operated models are capable 
of independently controlling bi-directional traffic.

• Trilock 75ES: electronically controlled 
• Trilock 75ERN: electronically operated, rounded cabinet 
• Trilock 75ET: coin and token collection

With a stainless steel cabinet and arm set the Trilock 900 
is an attractive tripod turnstile. Its modular set up ensures 
that a wide variety of models is available including rigid or 
collapsible arm sets, rounded or straight ends on the cabi-
net and straight or angled cabinet insides. 



Trilock 60

Trilock 50

The Trilock 60 series is a robust, yet attractively finished 
tripod turnstile available in stainless steel or custom 
powder coated colors. This model is ideal for high volume 
applications such as large sports stadiums and arenas 
or theme parks.

• Trilock 60NRS: mechanically operated, non-counting 
• Trilock 60MS: mechanically operated, counting 
• Trilock 60E:  electronically controlled, single or 

 bi-directional traffic 
• Trilock 60T: access through a coin or token system

The Trilock 50 series offers basic products, ideally suited 
to medium capacity applications such as smaller stadiums 
or parks. The mechanism cover can be mounted on the 
wall or on a pedestal. 

• Trilock 50: mechanical operation, non-counting 
• Trilock 50R: mechanical operation, counting 
• Trilock 50E:  electronically controlled, one 

 directional traffic 
• Trilock 50T: access through a coin or token system

Boon Edam access gates can be used to provide access for wheelchairs or delivery dollies next to a bank of tripod turnstiles. For more 
information, please visit our website www.boonedam.us
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Tripod Turnstiles
A mobility hotspot is a domain that forms the gateway to a visitor’s destination;   
it is also the domain where the flow of visitors and employees is managed. Tripod 
turnstiles offer a reliable and efficient method to ensure only authorized users are 
 allowed access to secure areas of a building.



Security
Tripod turnstiles are a quick and reliable method to provide 
traffic control or ensure the security of certain areas of a 
building where manned supervision is in place. They are 
activated by an access control system such as a card 
reader, biometric device or external control panel. The 
access control system can be integrated directly into the 
turnstile or in a separate pedestal, reception or security 
desk. Once the user has been authorized to pass, the 
tripod mechanism will unlock allowing the user to push 
through.



Service
With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through an 
entry every day, proper installation and continued opera-
tion is vital. Professional installation and regular service 
and maintenance can help minimize unexpected down-
times. Boon Edam’s service and maintenance teams are 
familiar with the effects of throughput and local weather 

conditions on your entry and can offer personalised ser-
vice and maintenance contracts that correspond to your 
requirements perfectly. With a program of regular training 
and certification for all our installation and maintenance 
staff, their knowledge and experience is assured.



Buildings are a major contributor to the global emission of 
greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that we 
have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that con-
tribution as much as possible: our revolving doors help 
save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside climate. 
However our sustainability efforts go further. We have 
optimized our manufacturing process wherever possible 
to limit the environmental impact of our products. Our 
manufacturing techniques are environmentally friendly 
wherever possible and our raw materials are sourced from 
responsible suppliers when available. We also have an ex-

tensive recycling program, separating our waste materials 
and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a minimal 
carbon footprint and by extension support the buildings 
they are used in to become more environmentally friendly. 
Our entry solutions can also help your building achieve 
LEED certification. We have detailed information on the 
environmental impact of our entry solutions available 
which can be used in the LEED certification process.

Sustainability





Transpalock 900
The Transpalock 900 consists of three glass panels around 
a stainless steel column. Turning within a glass drum, the 
Transpalock 900 only allows authorized users to pass 
through. The glass and stainless steel combined with its 
modern design ensure that the Transpalock 900 is an 
elegant tripod turnstile that looks well in virtually any 
entry area. It is the only Boon Edam tripod turnstile with 
an optional automatic operation, slowly turning by itself 
to allow access to one person at a time. 



Trilock 900

Trilock 75
The Trilock 75 series is the top of the line security barrier 
ideally suited to high volume yet upscale applications such 
as museums, libraries or office buildings. This luxurious 
Trilock 75 is available with straight or rounded ends to the 
cabinet. The electronically operated models are capable 
of independently controlling bi-directional traffic.

• Trilock 75ES: electronically controlled 
• Trilock 75ERN: electronically operated, rounded cabinet 
• Trilock 75ET: coin and token collection

With a stainless steel cabinet and arm set the Trilock 900 
is an attractive tripod turnstile. Its modular set up ensures 
that a wide variety of models is available including rigid or 
collapsible arm sets, rounded or straight ends on the cabi-
net and straight or angled cabinet insides. 



Trilock 60

Trilock 50

The Trilock 60 series is a robust, yet attractively finished 
tripod turnstile available in stainless steel or custom 
powder coated colors. This model is ideal for high volume 
applications such as large sports stadiums and arenas 
or theme parks.

• Trilock 60NRS: mechanically operated, non-counting 
• Trilock 60MS: mechanically operated, counting 
• Trilock 60E:  electronically controlled, single or 

 bi-directional traffic 
• Trilock 60T: access through a coin or token system

The Trilock 50 series offers basic products, ideally suited 
to medium capacity applications such as smaller stadiums 
or parks. The mechanism cover can be mounted on the 
wall or on a pedestal. 

• Trilock 50: mechanical operation, non-counting 
• Trilock 50R: mechanical operation, counting 
• Trilock 50E:  electronically controlled, one 

 directional traffic 
• Trilock 50T: access through a coin or token system

Boon Edam access gates can be used to provide access for wheelchairs or delivery dollies next to a bank of tripod turnstiles. For more 
information, please visit our website www.boonedam.us
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Tripod Turnstiles
A mobility hotspot is a domain that forms the gateway to a visitor’s destination;   
it is also the domain where the flow of visitors and employees is managed. Tripod 
turnstiles offer a reliable and efficient method to ensure only authorized users are 
 allowed access to secure areas of a building.



Security
Tripod turnstiles are a quick and reliable method to provide 
traffic control or ensure the security of certain areas of a 
building where manned supervision is in place. They are 
activated by an access control system such as a card 
reader, biometric device or external control panel. The 
access control system can be integrated directly into the 
turnstile or in a separate pedestal, reception or security 
desk. Once the user has been authorized to pass, the 
tripod mechanism will unlock allowing the user to push 
through.



Service
With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through an 
entry every day, proper installation and continued opera-
tion is vital. Professional installation and regular service 
and maintenance can help minimize unexpected down-
times. Boon Edam’s service and maintenance teams are 
familiar with the effects of throughput and local weather 

conditions on your entry and can offer personalised ser-
vice and maintenance contracts that correspond to your 
requirements perfectly. With a program of regular training 
and certification for all our installation and maintenance 
staff, their knowledge and experience is assured.



Buildings are a major contributor to the global emission of 
greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that we 
have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that con-
tribution as much as possible: our revolving doors help 
save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside climate. 
However our sustainability efforts go further. We have 
optimized our manufacturing process wherever possible 
to limit the environmental impact of our products. Our 
manufacturing techniques are environmentally friendly 
wherever possible and our raw materials are sourced from 
responsible suppliers when available. We also have an ex-

tensive recycling program, separating our waste materials 
and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a minimal 
carbon footprint and by extension support the buildings 
they are used in to become more environmentally friendly. 
Our entry solutions can also help your building achieve 
LEED certification. We have detailed information on the 
environmental impact of our entry solutions available 
which can be used in the LEED certification process.

Sustainability





Transpalock 900
The Transpalock 900 consists of three glass panels around 
a stainless steel column. Turning within a glass drum, the 
Transpalock 900 only allows authorized users to pass 
through. The glass and stainless steel combined with its 
modern design ensure that the Transpalock 900 is an 
elegant tripod turnstile that looks well in virtually any 
entry area. It is the only Boon Edam tripod turnstile with 
an optional automatic operation, slowly turning by itself 
to allow access to one person at a time. 



Trilock 900

Trilock 75
The Trilock 75 series is the top of the line security barrier 
ideally suited to high volume yet upscale applications such 
as museums, libraries or office buildings. This luxurious 
Trilock 75 is available with straight or rounded ends to the 
cabinet. The electronically operated models are capable 
of independently controlling bi-directional traffic.

• Trilock 75ES: electronically controlled 
• Trilock 75ERN: electronically operated, rounded cabinet 
• Trilock 75ET: coin and token collection

With a stainless steel cabinet and arm set the Trilock 900 
is an attractive tripod turnstile. Its modular set up ensures 
that a wide variety of models is available including rigid or 
collapsible arm sets, rounded or straight ends on the cabi-
net and straight or angled cabinet insides. 



Trilock 60

Trilock 50

The Trilock 60 series is a robust, yet attractively finished 
tripod turnstile available in stainless steel or custom 
powder coated colors. This model is ideal for high volume 
applications such as large sports stadiums and arenas 
or theme parks.

• Trilock 60NRS: mechanically operated, non-counting 
• Trilock 60MS: mechanically operated, counting 
• Trilock 60E:  electronically controlled, single or 

 bi-directional traffic 
• Trilock 60T: access through a coin or token system

The Trilock 50 series offers basic products, ideally suited 
to medium capacity applications such as smaller stadiums 
or parks. The mechanism cover can be mounted on the 
wall or on a pedestal. 

• Trilock 50: mechanical operation, non-counting 
• Trilock 50R: mechanical operation, counting 
• Trilock 50E:  electronically controlled, one 

 directional traffic 
• Trilock 50T: access through a coin or token system

Boon Edam access gates can be used to provide access for wheelchairs or delivery dollies next to a bank of tripod turnstiles. For more 
information, please visit our website www.boonedam.us
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Tripod Turnstiles
A mobility hotspot is a domain that forms the gateway to a visitor’s destination;   
it is also the domain where the flow of visitors and employees is managed. Tripod 
turnstiles offer a reliable and efficient method to ensure only authorized users are 
 allowed access to secure areas of a building.



Security
Tripod turnstiles are a quick and reliable method to provide 
traffic control or ensure the security of certain areas of a 
building where manned supervision is in place. They are 
activated by an access control system such as a card 
reader, biometric device or external control panel. The 
access control system can be integrated directly into the 
turnstile or in a separate pedestal, reception or security 
desk. Once the user has been authorized to pass, the 
tripod mechanism will unlock allowing the user to push 
through.



Service
With hundreds or thousands of visitors passing through an 
entry every day, proper installation and continued opera-
tion is vital. Professional installation and regular service 
and maintenance can help minimize unexpected down-
times. Boon Edam’s service and maintenance teams are 
familiar with the effects of throughput and local weather 

conditions on your entry and can offer personalised ser-
vice and maintenance contracts that correspond to your 
requirements perfectly. With a program of regular training 
and certification for all our installation and maintenance 
staff, their knowledge and experience is assured.



Buildings are a major contributor to the global emission of 
greenhouse gasses. At Boon Edam we believe that we 
have the opportunity and responsibility to limit that con-
tribution as much as possible: our revolving doors help 
save energy for maintaining a comfortable inside climate. 
However our sustainability efforts go further. We have 
optimized our manufacturing process wherever possible 
to limit the environmental impact of our products. Our 
manufacturing techniques are environmentally friendly 
wherever possible and our raw materials are sourced from 
responsible suppliers when available. We also have an ex-

tensive recycling program, separating our waste materials 
and recycling them.

Our efforts ensure that our entry solutions have a minimal 
carbon footprint and by extension support the buildings 
they are used in to become more environmentally friendly. 
Our entry solutions can also help your building achieve 
LEED certification. We have detailed information on the 
environmental impact of our entry solutions available 
which can be used in the LEED certification process.

Sustainability





Transpalock 900
The Transpalock 900 consists of three glass panels around 
a stainless steel column. Turning within a glass drum, the 
Transpalock 900 only allows authorized users to pass 
through. The glass and stainless steel combined with its 
modern design ensure that the Transpalock 900 is an 
elegant tripod turnstile that looks well in virtually any 
entry area. It is the only Boon Edam tripod turnstile with 
an optional automatic operation, slowly turning by itself 
to allow access to one person at a time. 



Trilock 900

Trilock 75
The Trilock 75 series is the top of the line security barrier 
ideally suited to high volume yet upscale applications such 
as museums, libraries or office buildings. This luxurious 
Trilock 75 is available with straight or rounded ends to the 
cabinet. The electronically operated models are capable 
of independently controlling bi-directional traffic.

• Trilock 75ES: electronically controlled 
• Trilock 75ERN: electronically operated, rounded cabinet 
• Trilock 75ET: coin and token collection

With a stainless steel cabinet and arm set the Trilock 900 
is an attractive tripod turnstile. Its modular set up ensures 
that a wide variety of models is available including rigid or 
collapsible arm sets, rounded or straight ends on the cabi-
net and straight or angled cabinet insides. 



Trilock 60

Trilock 50

The Trilock 60 series is a robust, yet attractively finished 
tripod turnstile available in stainless steel or custom 
powder coated colors. This model is ideal for high volume 
applications such as large sports stadiums and arenas 
or theme parks.

• Trilock 60NRS: mechanically operated, non-counting 
• Trilock 60MS: mechanically operated, counting 
• Trilock 60E:  electronically controlled, single or 

 bi-directional traffic 
• Trilock 60T: access through a coin or token system

The Trilock 50 series offers basic products, ideally suited 
to medium capacity applications such as smaller stadiums 
or parks. The mechanism cover can be mounted on the 
wall or on a pedestal. 

• Trilock 50: mechanical operation, non-counting 
• Trilock 50R: mechanical operation, counting 
• Trilock 50E:  electronically controlled, one 

 directional traffic 
• Trilock 50T: access through a coin or token system

Boon Edam access gates can be used to provide access for wheelchairs or delivery dollies next to a bank of tripod turnstiles. For more 
information, please visit our website www.boonedam.us
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Trilock 50

Options
• Pedestrian counter
• Coin / token operation
• Extended arm length
• Red and green indicator lights
• Platform and railing
• Out-of-use lock

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

The Trilock 50 series is a basic tripod turnstile, ideal for controlling everyday incoming 
crowds. The mechanism cover can be mounted on the wall or on a pedestal. Available 
in mechanical or electric models.



 A     B C D E F G 

 Passage Capacity Disabled Type of Overall Arm Arm Overall Unit Unit 

 Width / Minute* Access Traffic Width Length Height Height Length Width

 18” 20-25   25-7/16” 16”  32-7/16” 36-3/4” 18-3/16” 7-7/16”

 20” 20-25   27-7/16” 18”  32-7/16” 36-3/4” 18-3/16” 7-7/16”

 22” 20-25   29-7/16” 20”  32-3/4” 36-3/4” 18-3/16” 7-7/16”

* Depending on access control system, in one direction

Dimensions and Specifications
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Emergency Egress
The electric Trilock 50 is available with fail-safe or fail-
secure operation. While the fail-secure model ensures that 
the entrance stays closed in case of emergency or power 
failure, the fail-safe model allows free rotation of the arm 
set. In addition, if a fire alarm is connected, the fail-safe 
function can automatically be activated upon receipt of 
a fire alarm signal. 

Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Fail-lock or fail-safe  (electric model) • 

Free or locked exit  (all models)  •

Time-out relay    •

Pulse relay     •

Transformer step-down (electric only) •

Lockable wiring cavity   •

Coin / token operation    •

Rotation detection switch   •

Remote release button   •

Pedestrian counter    •

Serial port interface    •

Electronic key bypass    •

Mechanical key bypass   •

Red and green indicator lights   •

Complete stainless steel construction  •

Custom powder coated color (RAL ref)   •

Platform and railing    •

Out-of-use lock     •

Canvas turnstile cover    •

Heavy-duty foam sleeves for arm cover  •

Extended arm length    •

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110 or 220 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  220W

 

Ambient Temperature:  +5°F to +113°F

Weight: 100 lbs (65 kg)
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Transpalock 900

Options
• Single lane or multiple lane set-up
• Push & Go operation 
• External control panel 
• Card reader mounting options
• Custom handrails

The Transpalock 900 is the most elegant waist high turnstile available today. Three 
glass door wings around a stainless steel column provide a beautiful entry. Its tran
sparency ensures that the Transpalock complements virtually any interior design.



 A     B C D E 

 Passage Capacity  # of Door Disabled Type of  Overall Throat Barrier Overall 

 Width / Minute* Barriers Access Traffic Width Opening Height  Height

 24-1/2” 15-20 3   63” 28” 39-1/2” 43”

*Depending on access control system, in one direction

Dimensions and Specifications
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Access Control Integration
All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be inte-
grated with virtually any access control system. Card 
readers, fingerprint readers or other authorization systems 
can be integrated in the column of the Transpalock 900 
itself or on an optional secondary pedestal or column that 
can be placed in the vicinity of the gate itself. This allows 
for a more fluid entry process. 

Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

2-way traffic     •

Automatic operation   •

Control unit     •

Anti-tailgating    •

Multiple lane setup   •

Audible alarm    •

Fail-safe     •

Push-and-go operation   •

Visible clamps     •

Custom handrails     •

Card reader mounting options   •

External control panel    •

Emergency Egress
The Transpalock is fail-safe, ensuring the lock and motor 
will disengage in the event of a power failure to allow free 
passage.

BoonTouch
Boon Edam offers a universal control panel that can ope-
rate up to six different security access solutions from a 
reception or security desk. Its user friendly, touchscreen 
interface allows for each solution to be operated sepa-
rately or simultaneously and displays individual lane alarms 
with intuitive icons.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  65W

Stationary:  20W

 

Ambient Temperature:  -4°F to +122°F

Weight:   260 lbs (118 kg)
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Trilock 900

Options
• Authorization display with a two color LED pictogram, 

arrow / cross, indicating the mechanism status
• Various side part models: radius or fully round edges 
• Various inner plate models: straight and angled 
• Traffic display, indicating one or bi-directional passage 

• Card reader mounting options
• External control panel 
• Electrical counter, one or two directions

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

Characterized by its extremely reliable mechanism, stylish design and space effi ciency, 
the Trilock 900 provides an effective means of managing the flow of people through 
a building. It is available in various different models making this a versatile tripod 
turnstile barrier for almost every situation.



Dimensions and Specifications
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Emergency Egress
The Trilock 900 is available with fail-safe or fail-secure 
operation. While the fail-secure model ensures that the 
entrance stays closed in case of emergency or power 
failure, the fail-safe model will free the passage by allo-
wing free rotation of the arm set or automatically collap-
sing the horizontal arm down. Alternatively, if a fire alarm 
is connected, the fail-safe function can automatically be 
activated upon receipt of a fire alarm signal.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 220-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  35W

Stationary: 15W

 

Ambient Temperature:  -4°F to +122°F

Weight: 198 lbs (90kg)
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  A     B  C D E F G 

 Type Passage Capacity Disabled Type of Overall Arm Arm Overall Unit Unit 

  Width / Minute Access Traffic Width  Length Height Height Length Width 

  (mm)    (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

 Collapsible, straight sides 19 3/8” 20   30 3/8” 17 7/16” 35 5/16” 39 3/8” 35 7/16” 9 1/16”

Collapsible, rounded sides 19 3/8” 20   30 3/8” 17 7/16” 35 5/16” 39 3/8” 35 7/16” 9 1/16”

Rigid, straight sides 17 3/16” 20   26 1/4” 15 1/4” 34 1/4” 39 3/8” 42 ½” 9 1/16”

Rigid, rounded sides 17 3/16” 20   26 1/4” 15 1/4” 34 1/4” 39 3/8” 42 ½” 9 1/16”

*Depending on access control system, in one direction



Trilock 75

Options
• Electric or mechanical operation
• One-way or two-way operation
• Custom Corian® or natural stone top
• External control panel 
• Card reader mounting options
• Collapsible arm
• Pedestrian counter

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

The Trilock 75 series our top of the line tripod turnstile suited to high capacity, situa
tions. This luxurious waist high turnstile is available with straight or rounded ends 
to the cabinet. The electronically operated models are capable of  independently con
trolling bidirectional traffic.



Dimensions and Specifications
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Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Fail-lock or fail-safe   • 

Free or locked exit    •

Time-out relay    •

Pulse relay     •

Independent entry / exit controls  •

Transformer step-down (electric only) •

Coin / token operation    •

Canvas turnstile cover    •

Custom powder coated color (RAL ref)  •

Remote pushbutton    •

Red and green indicator lights   •

Serial port interface    •

Heavy-duty foam sleeves for arm cover  •

Out-of-use lock     •

Key bypass       •

Rotation detection switch   •

Pedestrian counter     •

Extended arms     •

Complete stainless steel construction  •

Collapsible arm     •

Rounded radius ends    •

Emergency Egress
The Trilock 75 is available with fail-safe or fail-secure ope-
ra tion. While the fail secure model ensures that the en-
trance stays closed in case of emergency or power failure, 
the fail-safe model will free the passage by allowing free 
rotation of the arm set. Alternatively, if a fire alarm is con-
nec ted, the fail-safe function can automatically be activa-
ted upon receipt of a fire alarm signal. 

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110 or 220 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  220W

 

Ambient Temperature:  -5°F to +113°F

Weight: 135 lbs (51 kg)
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 A     B C D E F G 

 Passage Capacity Disabled Type of Overall Arm Arm Overall Unit Unit 

 Width / Minute* Access Traffic Width Length Height Height Length Width

 18” 20-25   26” 16” 32-9/16” 38” 36” 8”

 20” 20-25   28” 18” 32-9/16” 38” 36” 8”

 22” 20-25   30” 20” 32-9/16” 38” 36” 8”

* Depending on access control system, in one direction
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Trilock 60

Options
• Pedestrian counter
• Coin / token operation
• Extended arm length
• Red and green indicator lights
• Platform and railing and wheels
• Out-of-use lock

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

The Trilock 60 is an attractively finished tripod turnstile, suited for high volume, abusive 
applications, such as stadiums, arenas or other “busy” settings. Available in mechani
cal or electric models.
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 A     B C D E F G 

 Passage Capacity Disabled Type of Overall Arm Arm Overall Unit Unit 

 Width / Minute* Access Traffic Width Length Height Height Length Width

 18” 20-25   25” 16”  33” 38” 27” 7”

 20” 20-25   27” 18” 33” 38” 27” 7”

 22” 20-25   29” 20” 33” 38” 27” 7”

* Depending on access control system, in one direction

Dimensions and Specifications
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Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Fail-lock or fail-safe   • 

Free or locked exit   •

2-way independent controls  •

Transformer step-down (electric models) •

Complete stainless steel construction •

Pulse relay     •

Time-out relay    •

Coin / token operation    •

Rotation detection switch   •

Remote release button   •

Pedetrian counter     •

Serial port interface    •

Electronic key bypass    •

Mechanical key bypass   •

Red and green indicator lights   •

Powder coated color choices (RAL ref)   •

Platform, railing and wheels   •

Out-of-use lock     •

Canvas turnstile cover    •

Heavy-duty foam sleeves for arm cover  •

Extended arm length    •

Emergency Egress
The Trilock 60 is available with fail-safe or fail-secure ope-
ra tion. While the fail-secure model ensures that the en-
trance stays closed in case of emergency or power failure, 
the fail-safe model will free the passage by allowing free 
rotation of the arm set or automatically collapsing the hori-
zontal arm down. Alternatively, if a fire alarm is connec ted, 
the fail-safe function can automatically be activated upon 
receipt of a fire alarm signal.

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110 or 220 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  220W

 

Ambient Temperature:  +5°F to +113°F

Weight: 110 lbs (65 kg)
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Trilock 50

Options
• Pedestrian counter
• Coin / token operation
• Extended arm length
• Red and green indicator lights
• Platform and railing
• Out-of-use lock

All Boon Edam secured entry solutions can easily be 
integrated with virtually any access control system.

The Trilock 50 series is a basic tripod turnstile, ideal for controlling everyday incoming 
crowds. The mechanism cover can be mounted on the wall or on a pedestal. Available 
in mechanical or electric models.



 A     B C D E F G 

 Passage Capacity Disabled Type of Overall Arm Arm Overall Unit Unit 

 Width / Minute* Access Traffic Width Length Height Height Length Width

 18” 20-25   25-7/16” 16”  32-7/16” 36-3/4” 18-3/16” 7-7/16”

 20” 20-25   27-7/16” 18”  32-7/16” 36-3/4” 18-3/16” 7-7/16”

 22” 20-25   29-7/16” 20”  32-3/4” 36-3/4” 18-3/16” 7-7/16”

* Depending on access control system, in one direction

Dimensions and Specifications
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Emergency Egress
The electric Trilock 50 is available with fail-safe or fail-
secure operation. While the fail-secure model ensures that 
the entrance stays closed in case of emergency or power 
failure, the fail-safe model allows free rotation of the arm 
set. In addition, if a fire alarm is connected, the fail-safe 
function can automatically be activated upon receipt of 
a fire alarm signal. 

Features and Options 
Characteristics Standard Option

Fail-lock or fail-safe  (electric model) • 

Free or locked exit  (all models)  •

Time-out relay    •

Pulse relay     •

Transformer step-down (electric only) •

Lockable wiring cavity   •

Coin / token operation    •

Rotation detection switch   •

Remote release button   •

Pedestrian counter    •

Serial port interface    •

Electronic key bypass    •

Mechanical key bypass   •

Red and green indicator lights   •

Complete stainless steel construction  •

Custom powder coated color (RAL ref)   •

Platform and railing    •

Out-of-use lock     •

Canvas turnstile cover    •

Heavy-duty foam sleeves for arm cover  •

Extended arm length    •

Technical Specifications
Power Supply: 110 or 220 VAC, 50/60 Hz

 

Power Consumption

Operating:  220W

 

Ambient Temperature:  +5°F to +113°F

Weight: 100 lbs (65 kg)
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